Leonard Bernstein’s conducting style and larger-than-life personality, captured here at a rehearsal in 1946, made him a popular sensation. (Image: Library of Congress)
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St. Louis Post-Dispatch
FROM THE EDITOR

This is an issue about critical moments and turning points. A number of historians have devoted books to the idea that the big issues of an age can be accessed through a particular moment. For example, both Louis Masur’s wonderful *1831: The Year of Eclipse* and Jay Winik’s far-reaching *April 1865: The Month That Saved America* suggest there are moments that expand into an entire era. Such is the case with our offerings in this issue.

August 2018 marked the 100th anniversary of Leonard Bernstein’s birth. Bernstein was something of a rock star in classical music as a composer and musician. He was the voice of the Young People’s Concerts at the New York Philharmonic that sought to introduce music appreciation to a new generation. He was flamboyant, gifted, and political. And he spent a critical time in St. Louis as the guest conductor at the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra in the mid-1940s. As Kenneth Winn discusses in “The Pin-Up Boy of the Symphony,” Bernstein’s time in St. Louis was something of a turning point. The St. Louis Symphony performed for the first recording of a Bernstein work, *Jeremiah*.

The same can be said for Christopher Gordon’s article based on research that was part of his new book *Fire, Pestilence, and Death: St. Louis, 1849*, analyzing this critical moment in St. Louis history. And it was a real turning point. After the steamboat *White Cloud* caught fire, blocks and blocks burned to the ground with all sorts of consequences—the evolution of a professionalized fire department, thinking about developing a sewer system under the destroyed streets, and new regulations about building materials. That summer, a cholera epidemic decimated the city, just after tens of thousands of Argonauts came through St. Louis en route to the gold fields in the California Gold Rush. Travelers’ guidebooks all told them to just purchase their supplies in St. Louis, so they did, creating economic havoc, high prices, and demand for goods like gold pans and floppy hats. As Gordon correctly asserts, 1849 was a critical year in St. Louis history.

Nicholas Sacco approaches another critical moment, when the United States was moving toward secession and war. Missouri was in flux in many ways; it was a slave state with a plantation culture in the Missouri River corridor, raising primarily tobacco and hemp. Yet, St. Louis’ population had grown in leaps and bounds in the decades preceding the Civil War; while the state’s population tripled between 1840 and 1860, that of St. Louis rose some five-fold. And those new St. Louisians came from all sorts of places, including Europe and northern states. With people so divided on the question, Sacco looks at the congressional election between John Richard Barret and Frank Blair and Barret’s efforts to stand as a candidate of compromise seeking to avert a civil war. Sacco’s article helps readers see the nuanced nature of the conflict.

The thing about critical moments is the idea that events could have gone differently, introducing a rash of “what if” questions. What if Bernstein doesn’t conduct for the St. Louis Symphony? What if the *White Cloud* doesn’t catch fire? What if the Civil War is averted? We’ll never know, of course, but these approaches are food for thought.

Jeffrey Smith, PhD
Editor
Searching for Compromise

Missouri Congressman John Richard Barret’s Fight to Save the Union

By Nicholas W. Sacco
John Richard Barret (1825—1903) spent less than twenty years in St. Louis as a lawyer who helped organize the St. Louis Agricultural Society. After his election, then removal, and election again to the U.S. Congress, Barret moved to New York. (Image: Missouri Historical Society)

During the 1850s and 1860s—which have not been previously analyzed by historians—are nonetheless significant for several reasons. As a respected proslavery and pro-Union Democrat, Barret climbed the ladder of Missouri politics in the 1850s as a devoted supporter of westward expansion, railroad construction, and the protection of slaveholders’ rights within the state. During his short term in Congress, Barret’s views on the secession crisis reflected the concerns of a majority of Missouri voters who took a cautious approach to secession and its potential consequences. By looking at Barret’s political life during the Civil War era, scholars can gain a better understanding of why most Missourians—especially those within the Democratic party—simultaneously supported slavery and the Union and were still hopeful of a compromise even after Lincoln’s election.

**Early Life and Entrance into Missouri Politics**

John Richard Barret was born on August 21, 1825, in Greensburg, Kentucky. As a youth he received an education at the town’s local schoolhouse, and around age 14 he moved to St. Louis to join his father, who had recently started a grocery business in the city. Barret was accepted into Saint Louis University shortly after arriving and graduated with honors in 1843. A gifted student, he gave the valedictorian speech for his graduation class.2

After graduation, Barret began studying for a law degree and eventually opened his own successful practice. According to one biographical sketch published in 1860, his “magnetism of
character," comprehensive knowledge of the law, and "frankness of manner" made him a popular figure in the St. Louis legal community. Local Democrats soon encouraged him to consider a run for office. In 1852 Barret successfully pursued a seat in the Missouri state legislature at the tender age of 27.3

Barret’s political emergence came at a time of intense party strife among Missouri Democrats. The party had a divisive split in 1850 largely over questions about slavery and its westward expansion into new federal territories. Thomas Hart Benton, one of Missouri’s original U.S. senators, the creator of the Missouri Compromise, and a maverick politician within the national Democratic party, was at the center of this split. For several years Benton had expressed growing skepticism about slavery’s expansion into the territories. While he supported the protection of slavery in states where it already existed, he believed that slavery would be unsustainable in the west because of the region’s climate and topography. He also feared that proslavery agitation threatened the state of the Union. In the 1840s he strongly opposed the Mexican-American War on the grounds that it was a naked land grab for future slave territory in the south. Convinced that whites and free blacks could not live together in harmony and that slavery’s expansion would exacerbate racial tensions, he asserted in 1850 that “the incurability of the evil is the greatest objection to the extension of slavery.”4

Not all Missouri Democrats agreed with Benton, however. In 1849, state senator Claiborne Fox Jackson and other proslavery Democrats issued a series of resolutions criticizing Benton’s position. The “Jackson Resolutions” asserted that Congress had no authority to ban slavery in the western territories; only the residents of a given territory held that right. If “northern fanaticism” against slavery continued, Missouri would have ample reason to act with the South toward disunion. Benton responded by arguing that the Jackson faction, influenced by the South Carolina radical proslavery Democrat John C. Calhoun, promoted treason and discord between North and South.5

Barret sided with the pro-Benton faction upon arrival in Jefferson City. Interestingly, he and future opponent Frank Blair were initially strong pro-Benton allies in the state legislature. Barret even voted for Blair to be Speaker of the House at an extra session of the legislature in 1852 and later admitted that “it was formerly my good fortune to stand upon the same broad and enduring platform . . . in the State Legislature, together with [him].”6 A central element of that “broad and enduring platform” included several efforts to use public money to build railroads throughout the state. During the session Barret offered two different amendments to railroad bills that Blair supported. One unsuccessfully aimed to use a portion of public land sales to fund construction of the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad (the first east-west line to cross the entire state), while a separate, successful amendment used funds to construct the Missouri Pacific Railroad.7

Equally important, Barret, Blair, and other pro-Benton legislators worked to check the machinations of the Southern Rights wing of the Democratic party. Blair took the initiative in a fiery speech in February 1853, denouncing the Jackson Resolutions as the work of disunionists who aimed to nullify federal laws. He defended Benton as a supporter of slaveholding interests, but only within the context of maintaining the Union. Agitation on slavery in the territories would lead to sectionalism and disunion. A resolution from Representative Benjamin Tompkins after Blair’s speech called upon Missouri’s legislators to reject “the railings of fanaticism, either in the north or south” and rescind the Jackson Resolutions.8

The resolution failed to pass after proslavery Whigs sided with Southern Rights Democrats.
against the measure, but Barret supported Blair’s speech and the effort to rescind the resolutions. The Benton faction’s crusade against the Jackson Resolutions did not necessarily indicate antislavery beliefs, however. Antislavery sentiment had minimal influence on Missouri politics in the early 1850s, and as historian William E. Parrish points out, concerns about southern radicalism and disunionism inspired Blair’s speech. Barret himself echoed Benton’s belief in protecting slavery where it existed in the states, later stating while in Congress that he supported Benton’s doctrine of “non-intervention, no agitation, security to property, [and] tranquility to the people” on the subject.9

Barret was re-elected to the Missouri House of Representatives in 1854. He was a frontrunner for Speaker of the House—gaining the third most votes during early balloting—and supported Thomas Hart Benton for Missouri’s vacant seat in the U.S. Senate. Most notably, he authored an act to create the St. Louis Agricultural and Mechanical Association. The act aimed to promote commercial interests in St. Louis, and as president of the association Barret worked to manage both public and private funds to create a 50-acre fairground within the city limits. He also declined to run for office in 1856 and even gave up his private law practice so that he could dedicate himself to promoting the association’s annual fair. An official report from 1858 boasted that the fairground featured an amphitheater that could seat 36,000 people, “the largest in the Union.” The event was used to promote the finest horses, cattle, and other farm animals; 81 booths and several buildings were also erected to promote agricultural machinery, sell food and drinks, and house a large musical band.10

Barret’s work as the president of the St. Louis Agricultural and Mechanical Association reflected his belief that increased commercial activity would not only boost the city’s economy but also drown out divisive agitation over slavery. By bringing together white farmers from all parts of the country to share agricultural technology, techniques, and practices, Barret hoped to strengthen interstate commercial connections and encourage a stronger bond to the Union. That such connections would be made in St. Louis was central to Barret’s vision for promoting the city as both an economic power and a center of American patriotism free of sectional politics. At an award dinner held in his honor on New Year’s Eve in 1856, Barret remarked about St. Louis that “her trade and commerce [consist] of the trade of all nations; standing, as she does, at the geographical center of a vast region . . . surrounded by millions of acres of the richest and most varied minerals in the world, it must be apparent to the most superficial observer that the proper encouragement of her agricultural and mechanical interest will result in prosperity unexampled.”11

Despite Barret’s wishes, the divisive politics of slavery and the emergence of the newly created antislavery Republican party in the North created new fractures within the Democratic party in Missouri. Pro- and anti-Benton factions held separate conventions and sent different delegates to the Democratic national convention in 1856.
Frank Blair ran for and successfully won a seat in Congress for Missouri’s First District as a pro-Benton Democrat committed to protecting slavery where it existed and promoting sectional harmony. Shortly after the election, however, he began to have a change of heart. Influenced by the Republican party’s stance against slavery’s westward expansion and taking note of the changing political landscape in St. Louis—where an influx of northern- and foreign-born residents, many of whom were opposed to slavery, would outnumber southern-born residents by 1860—Blair began to embrace antislavery politics. In 1857 he started championing emancipation and colonization of freed blacks to Central America. To fund this initiative, Blair concocted a scheme to grant all remaining public lands in Missouri to the state and sell them for the purpose of purchasing all of the state’s slaves and transporting them out of the country.12

Far from promoting racial equality, Blair openly admitted his deep-seated racial prejudices against African Americans in speeches promoting his colonization plan. “The territories should be reserved for free white men,” he argued. “Freed blacks hold a place in this country which cannot be maintained. Those who have fled to the North are most unwelcome visitors. The strong repugnance of the free white laborer to be yoked with the negro refugee, breeds an enmity between races, which must end in the expulsion of the latter.”13 While most Missourians statewide would remain with the Democratic party in the years before the Civil War, historian Louis Gerteis argues that Blair’s antislavery sentiments became increasingly popular in St. Louis, where the enslaved population was only two percent of the total population by 1860, and much skepticism reigned about the intentions of the Southern Rights wing of the state’s Democratic party.14

Barret, Thomas Hart Benton, and other proslavery Democrats felt betrayed by Blair and his supporters. After Blair’s cousin Benjamin Gratz Brown gave a speech supporting compensated emancipation for Missouri’s slaves, Benton expressed disgust at the use of his name to
support Blair during the 1856 election. He attacked both men in a harsh letter that Barret would often recite at future debates against Blair: “For persons calling themselves my friends,” Benton warned, “to attach the whole policy of my life, which was to keep slavery agitation out of the state, and get my support in the canvass by keeping me ignorant of what they intended to do, is the greatest outrage I have ever experienced.”

Barret made similar accusations against Blair in a speech to Congress in June 1860. After Blair won his Congressional seat in 1856, “he and his [newspaper] claimed” that his victory was “a Black Republican victory, and it was hailed as such by the papers in the North,” Barret complained. “After election, the gentleman [was] lionized throughout the North as the great champion of freedom from a slave state. After election he had no eyes, no ears, no understanding for anything like slavery,” he sneered, accusing Blair of “advocating emancipation in Missouri; making war upon the institutions of his state; making war upon the policy of Colonel Benton’s whole life, and vilifying with the most malignant abuse the party under whose banner he had been elected.” Who could be relied upon to represent St. Louis Democrats and defend slavery in future elections?

Entrance into National Politics

As the midterm elections of 1858 approached, proslavery Democrats in St. Louis sought a candidate who would support President James Buchanan’s administration and promote the idea of popular sovereignty in the western territories, which would allow a territory’s residents (and not Congress) to determine whether or not they wanted slavery. These “National” Democrats sought a viable candidate to compete for Missouri’s First Congressional district seat against the incumbent Blair, who was now essentially a Republican but running under the banner of a “Free” Democrat since the Republican party still had little support in the city. Barret was out of town when the city’s National Democrats raised his name as a potential candidate during their convention in June. The convention’s central focus throughout was protecting slavery in Missouri. One speaker baldly declared that he “wanted to put a man in nomination, who, if elected, would protect property, whether a horse or a nigger.” By the end of the convention, Barret would have unanimous support as the party’s nominee for Congress. Barret and Blair, once close allies in the Missouri General Assembly a few short years ago, would now go to battle against each other.

The two men agreed to a series of debates in July 1858 throughout the St. Louis area. Much like the famous debates between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas that would begin a month later in Illinois, the St. Louis debates focused almost entirely on slavery. In many ways the arguments marshaled by Barret and Blair were two sides of the same coin: both were opposed to racial equality and were primarily concerned about the state of white labor in Missouri. Their major difference concerned whether whites would benefit more under a slave or free labor society. The deceptively titled Missouri Republican functioned as the city’s most popular Democratic newspaper, and it gleefully reprinted many of Barret’s remarks during these debates in support of slavery within the state and popular sovereignty for determining slavery’s status in the territories. These speeches provide some of the clearest insights into Barret’s political views.

During the first debates at Laclede Station, Florissant, and Carondelet, the two candidates focused their arguments on who was the true heir to the complex legacy of Thomas Hart Benton, who had recently died in April. Blair highlighted Benton’s growing skepticism over slavery. He cited a book Benton wrote a year earlier that was harshly critical of the Supreme Court’s decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford, which declared that the Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional and that Congress had no right to ban slavery in the western territories. Blair argued that he was merely following in his mentor’s footsteps. He proclaimed himself “as the champion of free labor in
Missouri—superiority for the white man" and stated that he had an obligation to support emancipation in Missouri. He also vowed to stop the creation of the proslavery Lecompton Constitution in Kansas, which was created by a minority of proslavery leaders in that territory and supported by President Buchanan. Citing Barret’s previous statements as a state legislator repudiating the Jackson Resolutions, Blair accused Barret of flip-flopping by now arguing that popular sovereignty—not Congress—should determine slavery’s status in the territories. Blair also used his understanding of history to suggest that “when I advocate emancipation I but reiterate the sentiments of Washington, of Jefferson, of the best men of the olden time.”

Barret repeatedly cited Benton’s letter disavowing Blair and the “Free” Democrats shortly before his death. He also accused Blair of being sympathetic to the Republican party and against the interests of Missourians. “Mr. Blair claims to represent the Democrat party, but I call him the representative of the Black Republican party,” Barret thundered. He argued that Blair betrayed his supporters when he began advocating emancipation and colonization after winning his Congressional seat in 1856. “He has recently affiliated so closely with those who take pride in the con gonmen. . . . He formerly claimed to be a Democrat—a National Benton Democrat—and it was upon the influence of that great name, that he hobbled into place and power . . . he did not then advance doctrines so heretical to the interest of the Pro-Slavery party, nay, in positive terms he rejected scornfully the [Republican] name which he now is so ambitious to march.” It was Barret, not Blair, who was following in Benton’s footsteps by protecting slaveholding interests.

Barret expressed support for the proslavery Lecompton Constitution in Kansas and the Buchanan administration’s policy of popular sovereignty. He believed that ongoing violence between Missouri Bushwackers and Kansas Jayhawkers in “Bleeding Kansas” would soon subside once a constitution was ratified, and he attempted to divert the conversation away from slavery by promising that he would work to have the proposed Pacific Railroad—which would be the country’s first east-west transcontinental railroad—come through St. Louis if he was elected to Congress.

The status of white labor emerged as a point of contention at debates in Allenton and Manchester. Blair defended his colonization scheme as in the interest of white workers. He “did not desire free negroes to be set loose in the State” or anywhere further west and reiterated his promise that the sale of public lands throughout the state would cover the costs of moving the state’s black population to Central America. The Blair-supporting Missouri Democrat reinforced this argument by claiming that slave labor degraded white labor. “The hundreds of thousands who would seek here a settlement . . . would unquestionably hesitate long, if instead of the advance tread of freedom, they saw the reconquering march of slavery making a front,” the paper argued. “Men of surplus wealth will not invest in countries blighted with the institutions of decay. Men of enterprise will not carry their zeal to sections where it only wins rebuke or toils hopelessly against servile competition.”

Barret found Blair’s free labor arguments ridiculous and unconstitutional. According to the Missouri Republican, “Barret convinced the people that the Constitution protected their accruing rights as well as those now in existence, and that owners could no more be deprived of the increase of their slaves, without remuneration, than of the increase of their orchards, or of their cattle.” Additionally, “he furthermore showed the utter impossibility of getting rid of the negroes.” To strengthen his argument, Barret recalled a recent visit to Illinois. While there, he stopped at a hotel tavern that was tended by a free African American. Outraged, Barret asked the hotel manager why he didn’t employ a white bartender. “‘Oh,’ he replied, ‘I can get a free nigger for fifteen dollars a month, whilst a white bar keeper I should have to pay from thirty to forty dollars a month.’” This incident, according to Barret, demonstrated that white labor was freest and wages were highest when black labor was enslaved outside the boundaries of wage labor. “Mr. Barret desired to see no such competition in Missouri,” the Missouri Republican reported.

Barret, like Blair, utilized his understanding of history and the legacies of Washington and Jefferson to justify his proslavery position. He asserted that the Constitution was a proslavery document written by slaveholders and that Blair was the radical ideologue distorting history. “Let us remember,” Barret warned, “that the commander-in-chief of the revolutionary forces was a slaveholder, that the author of the Declaration of our Independence was a slaveholder, that the hero of New Orleans and sage of the Hermitage [Andrew Jackson], Winfield Scott and Zachary Taylor, and a host of other worthies, who in the cabinet and on the field of battle have performed the most efficient services to the country, [have] done more than any other men on earth to promote the cause of human liberty and the freedom of the white race.” He declared that proslavery Democrats in St.
Louis had nothing to be ashamed of. History proved that they were the rightful, conservative heirs of the founding generation’s efforts to create a republic dedicated to political equality, freedom, and liberty for whites.

Barret declared during later debates at Bridgeton and Creve Coeur that Blair’s colonization plan was a “free labor humbug” and warned of the dangers posed by the antislavery Republican party emerging in the North and now, through Frank Blair, the slave state of Missouri. “In their frenzy for the negro they have ignored every duty to the white man,” he complained, “and in their desire to burst the bands of slavery they have come near severing the bands of the Union. I do not stand here as a slavery propagandist, but as one disposed to debate this question in any shape or form, and I raise my voice against the unwarrantable aggression on the part of this anti-slavery party.” Republicans, just like radical southern firebrands, were threatening the future of the country. Blair determined “to make war upon the dearest interests of the whole State”; therefore, a vote for Barret was a vote against radicalism. Like his hero Thomas Hart Benton, Barret reinforced his support for “non-interference, no agitation, security of property, and tranquility to the people” when it came to slavery.25

Blair’s position as the first major antislavery candidate in a slave state brought national attention to the election. But when voters went to the polls on August 3, they brought a close victory to Barret, who garnered 7,057 votes to Blair’s 6,631. Proslavery Democrats throughout the country, including President Buchanan, celebrated Barret’s victory.26 Barret took his seat with the 36th Congress in late 1859 hoping to protect popular sovereignty as a method for determining slavery’s westward expansion and promote St. Louis as a central terminus for the Pacific Railroad.

Barret served on the Committee on Public Lands and used that role to promote the Pacific Railroad in St. Louis. On May 26, 1860, he used his interest in the railroad to make his first speech in the House of Representatives. Echoing the spirit of Manifest Destiny, Barret upheld white “frontier men” who migrated west as “the true representatives of American Progress and of American spirit; the men who, by their enterprise, have, in spite of all dangers, hardships, and privations, increased and extended our usefulness.” What better way to support white westward expansion than by a railroad line through the center of the country? Even though he had personally experienced the bitter nature of sectional politics during the 1858 Congressional campaign, Barret portrayed Missouri as a state beyond sectionalism. The proposed Pacific Railroad “should be built for the whole Union,” he asserted. “It should be for the North, for the South, for the East, and for the West; it should be for a whole nation, and not for a section—for the whole people, and not for a party.” The middle states were “favored particularly by Heaven, not only in their climate and in their soil, but in their geographical positions.” Establishing this rail line in Missouri was imperative since it “constitutes a well-defined geographical division of the Union. It is the center; and it possesses more real wealth and greatness than any other portion of the globe of the same extent. It embraces within its bounds the extreme North and the extreme South.” Moreover, establishing the line in Missouri would divert the country’s attention from bitter divisions over slavery toward the work of growing the country’s economy and promoting patriotism. “Let sectional strife between the States subside into a united effort for national purposes, national defense, and national welfare,” he argued, “and we may once more see them cemented into one social, friendly community. . . . Community of interest and social intercourse are stronger to bind a people together than any written constitution or legislative enactment. Common welfare is the great regulator, propeller, and lubricator of all government machinery; upon it depends our Union and our Greatness as a nation.”27

As Congress debated Barret’s measure, trouble brewed on the horizon back in St. Louis. Frank Blair claimed that his loss in the 1858 Congressional election was due to fraud. His claims gained traction among Republicans within a bitterly partisan atmosphere in Washington, D.C., and suddenly Barret found his political future threatened. During the Committee on Elections’ investigation, Blair claimed that Barret paid residents to vote for him, particularly non-naturalized Irish immigrants ineligible to vote. Barret defended himself in a speech to Congress on June 6, denying the claims and arguing that Blair’s changing attitudes toward slavery were the real reason he lost. After many long hours of testimony and a thorough investigation of Blair’s claims, the House of Representatives on June 9 voted along party lines 93 to 91 to unseat Barret and replace him with Blair. Whether or not Barret actually committed election fraud is unclear, but his time in Congress was at an end. Blair made a speech in Congress declaring victory, but in a surprise move he decided to resign his seat in order to make a case to the voters for his re-election in 1860.28

With Missouri’s First Congressional District seat now vacant, Barret and Blair returned to St.
Louis in July 1860 for another round of debates. The upcoming Congressional election would determine who would serve out the remainder of the second session in the 36th Congress (the “short term” that would last from December 1860 until March 4, 1861) and who would serve in the 37th Congress (the “long term” starting in December 1861). St. Louis Democrats orchestrated a huge reception for Barret at the Planters’ House hotel on June 29. Horse-drawn carriages, band music, and thousands of supporters lined the streets as he arrived by boat along the Mississippi River. According to the Missouri Republican, “a rocket was sent up as a signal” when Barret arrived, “which was immediately answered by the sound of a cannon on the St. Louis shore.”

Barret addressed the crowd at Lucas Market. He expressed his love for St. Louis and his fears of potential disunion being perpetrated by extremism on the slavery question. It became evident that he was tired of the topic. While in Congress “we feasted upon speeches from the North and from the South. We were filled with this eternal nigger question [laughter]. We had it morning, noon and night, and I had to sit and listen to it.” He argued that he served “with the intention of attempting to represent a great people, occupying a central position in the great Mississippi Valley.” Rather than taking a side for north or south, Barret stated that his primary interest was “bringing forward something in the way of Western measures.” Supporting a Pacific Railroad line through Missouri was one such measure.

Also important for Barret was the fact that he left slavery out of his railroad speech. “Upon this Pacific Railroad bill . . . I congratulated myself on the fact that I was able to make a full-length speech in which the subject of the nigger was not touched upon at all [cheers]. . . . I eschewed all such questions as far as I could.”

Barret also expressed his belief that America’s future was tied with the economic success of the west, which in his mind included Missouri. “Fellow citizens, Massachusetts and South Carolina have dictated our politics long enough. They have raised issues upon which this Union has been shaken time and again. The representatives of those States do not know the extent of this great valley; they do not know that the census of 1860 will place us in control of this great Republic [loud cheers]. They do not know that even Missouri, with her broad domain populated as thickly as the New England States, could this day take Massachusetts in one hand and South Carolina in the other, and box their heads together as disunionists [laughter and cheers].”

Contrary to Abraham Lincoln’s famous declaration that a divided country could not exist half free and half slave, Barret argued that allowing residents in the western territories to determine whether or not they wanted slavery was the only course for maintaining national unity. Why the work of establishing a transcontinental railroad continued to be derailed by debates over slavery was a source of confusion and frustration for Barret.

With Blair now openly running as a Republican for the 1860 Congressional election, Barret raised fears about Blair being an abolitionist. At a debate in Manchester he cited Blair’s endorsement of author Hinton Rowan Helper’s famous book calling for the south to free its slaves. The Missouri Republican supported Barret’s tactics and asserted that “this book, as is well known, is literally stuffed with Abolitionism of the rankest and most abject character. Black Republicanism, however, has nothing manly or chivalric in it, and in its attempts to elevate the nigger it drags down the white man to a corresponding level.” Barret continued to raise these fears at Bridgeton, where he quoted from Republican leaders who opposed slavery’s westward expansion and argued that the party’s principles were “wholly revolutionary and [of a] destructive tendency.”

As the Congressional election in August and the presidential election in November neared, the Missouri Republican wrote editorials and published letters to the editor in support of Barret and presidential candidate Stephen Douglas, both of whom were committed to popular sovereignty in the territories and the end of sectional agitation on the slavery question. The paper cited Barret’s education at Saint Louis University and argued that he “has been the author of untold blessings to our city.” Most notably, his work with the Agricultural and Mechanical Association deserved special attention because it had “become not only the boast of our city, but a source of national pride.” When others played politics and flirted with disunionism, “Missouri Dick” followed the conservative footsteps of Thomas Hart Benton in consistently promoting Unionism, commerce, and westward expansion. Likewise, supporting Barret’s Democratic confidante Douglas for President, according to one published letter to the editor, would guarantee economic progress uninterrupted by debate over slavery or disunion as the government would pledge to “leave the people to regulate their domestic affairs as may best suit their interests.” Would this line of thinking lead Barret and the “Douglas Democrats” to victory?

The results of the August Congressional elections were somewhat contradictory. Barret won the “short term” election, meaning he would return to
Washington, D.C., to finish out the second session of the 36th Congress. Blair, however, won the “long term” election by 1,500 votes, requiring that Barret leave his seat after March 1861. William E. Parrish suggests that voter confusion over the short- and long-term ballots—and possibly even the distribution of bogus ballots—led to this odd result.34 Another interpretation is that voters might have believed claims of voter fraud in the 1858 election were suspect and that Barret was entitled to finish out his term. Regardless, Blair’s victory for the next Congressional session was suggestive of St. Louis’ growing support for the antislavery Republican party. When the presidential election took place later that November, St. Louis voters likewise preferred Blair’s ally Abraham Lincoln, the only county in Missouri to vote Republican.

It is safe to conclude, however, that Barret’s proslavery unionism and support for popular sovereignty appealed to a majority of Missouri voters. Voters statewide elected Democrat Claiborne Fox Jackson for governor on the same day Barret lost his seat for the long term, and they would later vote Stephen Douglas for president (the only other state he won was New Jersey).35 Both men campaigned on the same policies as Barret, and, much like the Missouri Republican, all three would be featured on Democratic tickets together in newspapers throughout the state. Barret’s views may not have reflected the changing political views of St. Louis residents when he returned to Congress to finish his term, but they reflected the concerns and desires of a majority of voters throughout the state. This consideration is important because Barret would be required to speak for all Missourians—not just those in his district—as disunion and civil war loomed on the horizon.

**The Beginning of Southern Secession**

The political situation had changed dramatically by the time Barret arrived in Washington, D.C., in early December. Abraham Lincoln had won the presidency through a plurality of northern votes and would become the nation’s first Republican president. The Democratic party’s national split into northern and southern factions over the appropriate course for determining slavery’s westward expansion had badly divided the party. Some Democrats claimed that Lincoln’s victory was illegitimate, and political leaders in South Carolina began debating the merits of leaving the Union. Two and a half weeks after Barret took his seat in Congress, the Palmetto State declared secession. By February 1861, seven Deep South states had seceded. A national emergency reigned as the future of the United States was now cast in doubt.

Barret’s role in Congress’s compromise proceedings was limited but important. He was not picked to represent Missouri in the Committee of Thirty-Three, which was given the task of creating compromise legislation to stem the tide of secession. Likewise, he also watched from the sidelines when 131 delegates from northern and border slave states met in early February for the Washington Peace Conference. The Peace Conference would support a modified version of the Crittenden Compromise by proposing to extend the Missouri Compromise line dividing free and slave territory through to the eastern line of California.36

Barret made his first address to Congress on January 19. He stated that he had received the minutes of a meeting held in St. Louis that had been attended by prominent residents “irrespective of party, to take into consideration the unfortunate condition of the country.” Barret argued that the resolutions were “eminently conservative, and in every way worthy of the principles of adjustment proposed by Mr. [John] Crittenden.” They included declarations that “slave property is a constitutional right,” that an amendment should be passed “so that the slavery question may never again disturb the public peace or impair the national harmony,” that St. Louis was for the Union but would “demand our equal and constitutional rights, and will not be content with less,” and, equally importantly, that any use of aggressive military force against seceding states would plunge the country into a bloody civil war, which should be avoided at all costs.37 Reflective of previous statements made by Barret, the proceedings conveyed the desire of many St. Louisans (and, by extension, Missourians) for a compromise measure to maintain the Union and protect slavery.

Barret remained relatively quiet for the next month as he prepared to give another speech to Congress in late February. Two important developments emerged in that time, however. The Committee of Thirty-Three, led by Ohio Congressman Thomas Corwin, offered a proposed constitutional amendment to permanently protect slavery in the states where it already existed. Barret became a strong advocate for the “Corwin Amendment” and would use his pro-compromise speech to support its passage.

Meanwhile, political leaders back home in Missouri—led by Governor Jackson—proposed the creation of a convention to debate the merits of
secession. Missourians took a cautious approach and elected pro-Union delegates by an overwhelming margin to the convention. The proposed convention was still a week away from its first meeting when Barret addressed Congress again on February 21, but he undoubtedly would have had knowledge of the delegates who were elected and a general understanding of the positions they would take. When the state convention voted whether or not to leave the Union on March 4, its delegates voted 98 to 1 against secession. Like Barret, they also expressed support for the Corwin Amendment.38 What exactly Barret knew about the convention cannot be completely determined in the absence of any personal letters or diaries in his handwriting, but the looming decision on secession back home would have weighed on his mind as he attempted to convey Missouri’s stance towards the Union to his fellow Congressmen.

Address to Congress on Secession

When February 21 arrived, Barret rose to the speaker’s podium in the House of Representatives to make the most important speech of his life. He would address Congress for several hours and, similar to his comments at Lucas Market during the 1860 Congressional campaign, would criticize extremism from both northern and southern politicians. Barret’s compelling oration that day presents a powerful portrait of unionism from the perspective of a border slave state politician.39

Barret opened his address with an appeal to history. He quoted from George Washington to argue that secession was unconstitutional. The Union was “indissoluble” and the Constitution was created to “induce [Americans] to forget their local politics and prejudices” in the interest of promoting one unified nation. From the beginning, however, antislavery northerners had disregarded Washington’s desires and established antislavery societies “entirely upon local politics and prejudices, and with the avowed object of making war upon southern institutions.” Every time a serious national crisis over slavery emerged—the Missouri Compromise, the Wilmot Proviso, the Compromise of 1850, among others—antislavery agitation put the country’s future in doubt. The
South, according to Barret, had been greatly harmed and forced to compromise rights “which even the Constitution would not justify . . . for Peace and for the Union.”

Barret argued that the current Republican party was an outgrowth of previous northern prejudices against slavery. It was not simply an opposition party but an extremist faction with treasonous designs. The party was “an organization wholly sectional in its character, determined upon effecting the ultimate extinction of slavery, regardless of plighted faith and national obligations.” “Two distinct classes” composed this party’s leadership, according to Barret. “The first is composed of the out-and-out, red-mouthed Abolitionists,” he thundered, “who believe that it is the right and duty of every slave to cut his master’s throat. These are the bold and desperate men who attempt to carry out practically the great leading ideas and moving principles of the Republican party.” If these abolitionists had their way, they “would have rejoiced to see John Brown President, Hinton Rowan Helper Vice President, and Dred Scott Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.” The most prominent “red-mouthed Abolitionists,” according to Barret, were “preachers of the Gospel, men making pretense of much true piety and Christian charity. . . . They carry the Bible in their hands, religion on their tongues, and hell in their wicked hearts.” Such preachers were a threat to the popular proslavery belief that slavery was a divine institution that would Christianize and civilize enslaved blacks.

Barret defined the second class as “cunning and ambitious politicians” who exploited antislavery sentiments for their own gain. These politicians embraced the “wicked, reckless, and lawless fanaticism of the Abolitionist” and deluded themselves into “the delicious idea that they were moving the cause of human rights, and of the equality of man.” Under these circumstances, many southerners believed a Republican majority in Congress “must result in the complete subjugation of the South, and the destruction of their institution of slavery.” Barret pleaded that Union-loving white southerners now “only ask their rights under the Constitution” and an amendment—the Corwin Amendment—to protect their slave property.

Barret then warned of another grave possibility in the country’s future: racial equality. Republicans actually held a range of views toward racial equality that are best viewed on a spectrum, with Frank Blair’s open racism and support for colonization of freed blacks on one end and Congressman Joshua Giddings’ belief in racial equality on the other. These distinctions collapsed in Barret’s telling of the party’s intentions. Citing speeches by numerous Republicans, including President-elect Lincoln, he complained that the party aimed to “place the negro upon an equality with the white man.” When Lincoln argued that the Declaration of Independence’s proclamation that “all men are created equal” applied to people of all races and not just whites, he distorted the meaning of that clause and “reduced it to practice” in a way that it was never intended by the founders. “All men are created equal” only applied to white men, according to Barret, and it was condescending of Republicans to be “insulting the people of this country by explaining to them their Declaration of Independence.”

Equally troubling in Barret’s view was the Republicans’ focus on the Declaration of Independence—a statement of principles—instead of the Constitution, the nation’s actual governing document. The two documents seemed to create a conundrum for Republicans. “The Declaration,” he pointed out, “announces the fact that all men are created equal, and entitled to life, liberty, &c,” but “the Constitution returns the fugitive slave to his master.” Did the Constitution not embody the principle of “all men are created equal” to mean that all white men were created equal and entitled to the right to own slave property? “Our forefathers,” he argued, “never intended to establish a law paramount to the Constitution itself.” They never declared that “their own slaves [were] entitled to their freedom, and themselves law-breakers in holding them in bondage.” The effort to promote emancipation and racial equality would only lead to violent social chaos: “the establishment and encouragement of underground railroads . . . bloody strife in Kansas . . . incitement to civil war, and the excitement of servile insurrection.”

The distinction between opposing slavery in the western territories (the central plank of the party’s platform) and opposing slavery in states where it already existed (which most Republicans denied) did not exist in Barret’s address. By preventing slavery’s westward expansion, Republicans would stranglehold its growth and “create dissatisfaction among the slaves in the border States [and] induce them to seek refuge in the free States.” The mass flight of enslaved people into free states would render slave property “so insecure, unprofitable, and even dangerous, in the border States, that they will rid themselves of it; and once free, it is expected that those States will cooperate in making an amendment to the Constitution, providing for the ultimate extinction of slavery throughout the land.”
Whether Republicans sought to take action on slavery only in the territories or throughout the entire country, their ultimate goal remained the same: the eventual demise of slavery nationwide. In a remarkably accurate prediction of what would occur if civil war broke out, Barret asserted that “Mr. Lincoln will abolish slavery in the District of Columbia; [Republicans] will prevent inter-State slave trade, restrict slavery in all the Territories, reorganize the Supreme Court, and put the Government actually and perpetually on the side of freedom.” Putting the government on the side of freedom would also have a negative financial implication for the south. Republicans would “destroy the value of $4,000,000,000 worth of their property” in their antislavery crusade. Although Barret’s speech was intended to be pro-Union, his demagoguery about the Republican party’s intentions suggested that the opposite might actually be preferable.

Southerners ran campaign cartoons such as this one in 1860 that played on the fears of racial integration, depicting what it called “The Miscegenation Ball.” (Image: Library of Congress)
Barret then made a stunning transition and began criticizing the seceded southern states. Despite the machinations of the Republicans, the federal government had “done no wrong” to the South and in fact protected its interests. Destroying the Constitution was counterproductive when “all unite in the opinion that it is the best form of government ever instituted among men.” The Constitution protected minority interests and guaranteed limits on the power of an impassioned majority. Lincoln’s election had created “a national conservative element” that could keep his administration in check and, in Barret’s view, ensure his “certain termination at the end of four years” if only northern and southern Democrats could reunite in opposition. Secession, therefore, was “unwise and selfish, an irreparable injury to themselves, an act of cruel injustice to the middle and border slave States, to the General Government,” and the South’s “northern friends.” Additionally, leaving the Union “cannot render slave property more secure, or in any manner perpetuate it.” Giving up the Constitution’s protections for slavery would result in the “direst of all calamities,” emancipation, during a potentially bloody civil war. Had proslavery northerners and southerners united after Lincoln’s election, they would “make war, not against the Government, but its enemies; then might we fight, under the Constitution, against those who subvert it; fight for this beautiful capitol, hallowed in its very name, location, and in all its associations; fight for the archives, the flag, the honor of this great nation.” The seven southern states that had already chosen to secede made this possibility null and void.

Barret confessed that he was unsure of what the border slave states would do in the face of northern antislavery sentiment and southern secession. “But let the North be assured of one thing,” he warned. The “border States are unanimous in the opinion that this is a proper occasion for the settlement of this pest question of slavery, now and forever.” He then dramatically explained Missouri’s unique role within the secession crisis and offered another warning to the north:

Missouri occupies the geographical center of this nation; she lies in the very highway of civilization, and in the march of empire. She now contains a white population equal to that of Florida, South Carolina, Alabama, and Mississippi, combined; and for her future greatness she looks to the North, to the South, to the East, and to the West. Sir, Missouri was born of the Union; she was rocked in the cradle of the Union; she has grown up, lived, and prospered in the Union, and she loves the Union with unceasing devotion; but not a Union of the North with a fragment of the South, but the Union as our fathers made it—a Union of all the States in one grand and glorious Republic. Thus situated, thus interested, Missouri claims the right to criticize the conduct of her sister States, North and South. But, if the doctrine of coercion obtain, and the attempt be made to whip the cotton States into self-government, then Missouri will be found side by side with the other border slave States in armed resistance. And I now say to our Northern friends, beware. And I say this not in a spirit of menace, but of solemn warning.

Barret concluded his speech with additional critiques against the Republican party. He complained that the most radical of the party refused to compromise at all or give consideration to the Corwin Amendment. Equally bad in his mind was the idea that since Lincoln’s electoral victory came with a plurality of the popular vote, the administration could not claim to represent the consent of the governed. “This government is [now] a Government of force, of supreme power, of which . . . the consent of the white man forms no constituent element.” The burden was therefore on the Republicans to solve the secession crisis. “Shall every seven white men cut each other’s throats for the sake of one negro? . . . Shall this free, glorious, happy America throw away all her grand achievements. . . . Shall this model Republic, having no model on earth, cease forever to be an example worthy of study and imitation? These are important questions, and you alone can decide them.” Barret argued that he had done his part by supporting the efforts of the Committee of Thirty-Three. “I have had the honor of being taunted by men from the North, and men from the South, as a Union-saver,” he boasted. “Would that it were in my power, by a word, by a vote, by any act, by any sacrifice, to save this beautiful and holy house of our fathers; and that I could thus win this proud title, which, though bestowed in derision, is a title worth dying for, worth having lived for.” Any sacrifice, of course, except for the abolition of slavery in the United States.

On February 28, 1861, Barret was among a majority of Congressmen who voted in support of the Corwin Amendment, although it would never be ratified by the required three-fourths of the state legislatures. The business of the 36th Congress came to a conclusion with the nation’s future unresolved and tensions between the United States and the new Confederate States of America rising. Abraham Lincoln would be inaugurated president...
of a fractured Union on March 4. Barret returned to
St. Louis empty-handed and defeated in his bid for
peaceful compromise.

As the first shots of the Civil War were fired at
Fort Sumter, Missourians faced the choice of who
to support in a war seemingly provoked by extreme
politics in other parts of the country. Barret chose
to support the Confederacy. During the war he
worked for General Sterling Price as a commissioner
in negotiating prisoner exchanges and as a liaison
between Price’s Army of the Trans-Mississippi
and the Confederate government in Richmond.41
He and his cousin, Dr. James A. Barret, also began
associating with Joseph Wofford Tucker, a lawyer,
Methodist deacon, newspaper editor, and fiery
secessionist. Tucker formed a rogue military group
during the war that worked to destroy U.S. and
commercial property along the Mississippi River
valley. According to historian George E. Rule, Barret
was at one point accused of being “head of land
operations” in Tucker’s organization and encouraging
members to destroy property and commit acts of
violence against Union soldiers, although the actual
extent of his involvement in the group is unknown.
Dr. James A. Barret, meanwhile, was arrested and
held in a military prison for his involvement in the
Order of American Knights—a secret group opposed
to martial law, emancipation, and the entire Union
war effort—until United States General Ulysses S.
Grant, of all people, wrote a letter to Secretary of War
Edwin Stanton ordering his release.42

Little is known about Barret’s life after the
Civil War. A brief biography in an official directory
of former Congressmen vaguely states that he
eventually moved to New York City “and was
engaged, among other occupations, in building
docks.” He died there on November 2, 1903, at the
age of seventy-eight. He was interred back in his
native Kentucky and currently rests at Cave Hill
Cemetery in Louisville.43 John Richard Barret would
never again serve in public office.
St. Louis lawyer John Richard Barret was serving his only term as Congressman for Missouri’s First District when the first seven states seceded from the Union in the Winter of 1860–1861. Fearing the possibility of disunion and civil war, he gave this fiery speech to Congress twelve days before the expiration of his term and the inauguration of President Abraham Lincoln. Barret made a compelling argument favoring compromise over slavery’s westward expansion and the maintenance of the Union. He condemned extremism from both “red-mouthed Abolitionists” in the North and proslavery fire-eaters in the South. He also correctly predicted that a long, bitter civil war would destroy the institution of slavery in the United States.

State of the Union

Speech of Hon. J.R. Barret, of Missouri,
In the House of Representatives,
February 21, 1861.

The House having under consideration the report from the select committee of thirty-three—

MR. BARRET said:

MR. SPEAKER: In 1783, George Washington, in a letter to the Governors of the Several States, used the following language:

“There are four things which I humbly conceive are essential to the well-being, I may even venture to say to the existence, of the United States as an independent power: 1. An indissoluble Union under our Federal head. 2. A sacred regard for public justice. 3. The adoption of a proper peace regulation. 4. The prevalence of that pacific and friendly disposition among the people of the United States which will induce them to forget their local politics and prejudices.”

In 1787, acting upon this advice from the Father of his Country, whom to love was the delight of the whole nation, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to themselves and their posterity, did ordain and establish our blessed Constitution. To say that those who formed that sacred instrument were good and great, is not enough. They seemed inspired from above—special messengers from the very throne of the Eternal; bearers of the high and holy mission of teaching to all the earth the true doctrines of self-government.

The Constitution, as a peace regulation, would, in all things, be complete; and the Union thus formed, under one Federal head, would be indissoluble, if there existed a sacred regard for public justice and such a friendly and pacific feeling among the people as to induce them to forget their local politics and prejudices.

George Washington seemed impressed with this idea when, in 1796, he, in the most affectionate, solemn, and earnest manner, warned his countrymen against every attempt to alienate one portion of the people from the rest, and enjoined upon all the constant love of liberty, and especially the preservation of the unity of the Government, as the palladium of our political safety and prosperity.

In utter disregard of the warnings and injunctions, in direct conflict with the spirit of the Constitution and the principles of public justice, a party was formed in the North, founded entirely upon local politics and prejudices, and with the avowed object of making war upon southern institutions. And in 1820, upon the application of Missouri for admission as a State, an issue, based upon geographical discriminations, was directly made, which endangered, even at that early day, the very existence of the Union. It may be well to call attention to the views of Mr. Jefferson, upon this proposition and the party making it, as he is one of the fathers of the Republic, to whom this anti-slavery party now delight to refer.

In a letter to Mr. Monroe, of March 3, 1820, he says:

“The Missouri question is the most portentous one which ever threatened our Union. In the gloomiest moment of the revolutionary war, I never had an apprehension equal to that I felt from this source.”

In his writings, volume seven, he says:

“The question is a mere party trick; the leaders of Federalism, defeated in their schemes of obtaining power, by rallying partisans to the principle of monarchism—a principle of personal, not of local division—
have changed their tact and thrown out another barrel to the whale. They are taking advantage of the virtuous feeling of the people to effect a division of parties by geographical lines; they expect this will insure them, on local principles, the majority they could never obtain on principle of Federalism.”

In a letter to Mr. Adams, January 22, 1821, he says:

“What does the holy alliance, in and out of Congress, mean to do with us on the Missouri question? And this, by the way, is but the name of the case: it is only the John Doe and Richard Roe of the ejectment [sic]. The real question, as seen in the States afflicted with this unfortunate population, is, ‘are our slaves to be presented freedom and a dagger?’ For, if Congress has the power to regulate the conditions of the inhabitants of the States with the States, it will be but the exercise of that power to declare that all shall be free.”

In a letter to La Fayette, November 4, 1823, he says:

“On the eclipse of Federalism with us, although not its extinction, its leaders got up the Missouri question under the false front of lessening the measure of slavery, but with the real view of producing a geographical division of parties which might insure them the next President.”

To Mr. Holmes, April 22, 1820:

“I have been among the most sanguine in believing that our Union would be of long duration. I now doubt it much, and see the event at no great distance, and the direct consequence of this question. My only comfort and consolation is, that I shall not live to see it; and I envy not the present generation the glory of throwing away the fruits of their fathers’ sacrifices of life and fortune, and of rendering desperate the experiment which was to decide, ultimately, whether man is capable of self-government. This treason against human hope will signalize their epoch in future history as the counterpart of the model of their predecessors.

“This momentous question, like a fire-bell in the night, awakened me and filled me with horror. I considered it, at once, as the knell of the Union. It is hushed, indeed, for the moment; but this is a reprieve only, not a final sentence. A geographical line, coinciding with a marked principle, moral and political, once conceived and held up to the angry passions of men, will never be obliterated; and every new irritation will mark it deeper and deeper.”

For peace and for the Union, the South upon this question made a compromise of their rights which even the Constitution would not justify.

But this compromise did not secure peace. It was a “reprieve only,” and not a “final sentence.” It was but a temporary success of sectionalism, which encouraged more thorough organization. On the 30th of January, 1832, the Anti-slavery Society of New England was formed. This was an association, not professively political, having for its object the abolition of slavery by moral means. The delightful amusement of witch-burning had been played out, and so industrious and puritanical a people could not remain idle. In 1848, these humanitarians, assisted by politicians, succeeded in getting up another national agitation, which once more threatened the Union, until peace was restored by the compromise of 1850. Afterwards, a union of politicians, with the various anti-slavery societies, formed the Republican Party, an organization wholly sectional in its character, determined upon effecting the ultimate extinction of slavery, regardless of piegled faith and national obligations.

This party is now under the management of two distinct classes. The first composed of the out-and-out, red-mouthed Abolitionists, who believe that it is the right and duty of every slave to cut his master’s throat. These are the bold and desperate men who attempt to carry out practically the great leading ideas and moving principles of the Republican Party. They are men who would have rejoiced to see John Brown President, Hinton Rowan Helper Vice President, and Dred Scott Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.

MR. KILGORE: I desire to ask the gentleman a question.

MR. BARRET: I am unwilling to be interrupted. After concluding my remarks, I will answer any questions the gentleman may desire to ask.

MR. KILGORE: I wanted to ask if the gentleman includes all the members of the Republican Party in that category?

MR. BARRET: I decline yielding the floor. I say most prominent among this Abolition class, are preachers of the Gospel, men making pretense of much true piety and Christian clarity.

“When devils will their blackest sins put on, They do suggest at first with heavenly shows,”

“How smooth and even they do bear themselves! As if allegiance in their bosoms sat, Crowned with faith and constant loyalty.”

“They are meek, and humble mouth’d; They sign their place and calling, in full seeming, With meekness and humility.”

They carried the Bible in their hands, religion on their tongues, and hell in their wicked hearts. The
second class is made up of cunning and ambitious politicians. Believing it necessary to their success, they have succeeded in forming sectional parties—parties distinctly northern and southern, slavery and anti-slavery; and to this end they have employed with marked effect, the wicked, reckless, and lawless fanaticism of the Abolitionist; and to conceal just enough to catch the more moderate, and the good men who are sometimes found in the Republican Party.

I shall say nothing of the small demagogues and pitiful petitifoggers who make themselves so prominent now in the hour of party success. They are but light, surface material, drawn by the Republican current from every eddy. They are without size and substance, and float upon the tide; because its influx may raise, while its reflex can never lower them.

Under this management, the Republican Party has combined States against States, and arrayed section against section, until, by the power of numbers, by a section plurality, led on by party drill, and by the stimulus of pay and rations, and under the inducement of coveted honors, fat salaries, and the sweets of patronage, place, and power, and at the same time penetrated and fired with the delicious idea that they were moving in the cause of human rights, and of the equality of man, have succeeded in getting possession of the General Government.

The South, the defeated section, believing that this geographical party, in its very nature, is inimical to them, and that their main object in taking possession of the Government is to use all its powers and patronage in carrying out their leading idea—which must result in the complete subjugation of the South, and the destruction of their institution of slavery—have become alarmed, and they ask for further guarantees of their safety. They ask only their rights under the Constitution, but they want such explanatory amendments as will prevent the perversion of that instrument into the means of their own destruction.

Now, what is the leading idea, and have the southern people any cause for fear? In 1859, MR. SEWARD said of the Republican Party, of which he is the acknowledged leader and originator:

“The secret of its assured success lies in the fact that it is a party of one idea—the idea of equality; equality of all men, before human tribunals and human laws, as they are equal before divine tribunals and divine laws.”

On previous occasions he had used similar language. At Buffalo, in 1856, he said:

“If all men are created equal, one man cannot rightfully acquire or dominion over, or property in, another man, without his consent. If all men are created equal, one man cannot rightfully exact the service of the labor of another man, without his consent. The subjugation of one man to another by force, so as to compel involuntary labor or service, subverts that equality between the parties which the Creator established.”

In the Senate, on the 11th of March, 1850, he said:

“All this is just and sound; but assuming the same premises—to wit, that all men are equal by the law of nature and of nations—the right of property in slaves falls to the ground; for one who is equal to the other cannot be the owner of property of that other. But you answer that the Constitution recognizes property in slaves. It would be sufficient, then, to reply, that the constitutional obligation must be void, because it is repugnant to the law of nature and nations.”

These sentiments had been proclaimed by the Anti-Slavery party in every convention, and they were not only disclaimed by the party at Chicago, but emphatically reasserted in the following resolution:

“That the maintenance of the principles promulgated in the Declaration of Independence, and embodied in the Federal Constitution, ‘that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by the Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among them are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed,’ is essential to the preservation of republican institutions.”

To this bold enunciation of the Abolition doctrine of the party some timid man made objection; but this objection was soon dispelled by that great leader of the party, Mr. Giddings, of Ohio. He would not allow any dodging, and advocated the resolution with feeling. He said, and truthfully:

“The Republican Party was founded on this doctrine of negro equality; that it grew upon it, and existed upon it. When you leave this truth out, you leave the party.”

Mr. Curtis, of New York, in advocating the resolution, declared:

“That the words were truths by which the Republican Party lives, and upon which alone the future of this country in the hands of the Republican party is passing.”

In the nomination and election of Mr. Lincoln, the future of this country did pass into the hands of the Republican Party upon the doctrine of negro equality. Judging from his speeches, we must regard Mr. Lincoln as the very embodiment of the
sentiments of Mr. Giddings and Mr. Curtis, and of the Abolition party generally. Listen to his words at Chicago, in 1858:

“My friends, I have detained you about as long as I desired to do, and I have only to say, let us discard quibbling about this man or the other man, this race, that race, and the other race being inferior, and therefore must be placed in an inferior position, discarding our standard which we have left us; let us discard all these things, and unite as one people throughout the land, until we shall once more stand up declaring that all men are created equal.”

He makes it still stronger in the same speech:

“My friends, I could not, without launching off upon some new topic, which would detain you too long, continue to-night. I thank you for this most extensive audience you have furnished me to-night. I leave you, hoping that the lamp of liberty will burn in your bosoms until there shall be no longer a doubt that all men are created free and equal.”

Afterwards, at Galesburg, Mr. Lincoln said:

“I believe that the entire records of the world, from the date of the Declaration of Independence up to within three years ago, may be searched in vain for a single affirmation, from one single man, that the negro was not included in the Declaration of Independence.”

Mr. Lincoln will not be content with an admission of the abstract equality of men, but wishes to reduce it to practice. The Illinois Journal, of September 16, 1856, contains the following, which is prefaced: “We are indebted to Mr. Lincoln for a verbatim report of the speech”:

“That central idea, in our political opinion, at the beginning was, and until recently continued to be, the equality of men. And although it was always submitted patiently to whatever inequality there seemed to be as a matter of actual necessity, its constant working has been a steady progress towards the practical equality of all men.

“Let past differences as nothing be; and with steady eye on the real issue, let us reinaugurate the good old central ideas of the Republic. We can do it. The human heart is with us; God is with us. We shall again be able, not to declare that all the States, as States, are equal, nor yet that all citizens, as citizens, are equal; but renew the broader, better declaration, including both these and much more, that all men are created equal.”—Speech at banquet in Chicago.

On the 10th of October, 1854, at Peoria, Illinois, he used the following language:

“What I do say is, that no man is good enough to govern another man without the other’s consent. I say this is the leading principle, the sheet anchor, of American republicanism. Our Declaration of Independence says:

‘We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights Governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.’

I have quoted so much at this time merely to show that, according to our ancient faith, the just powers of Governments are derived from the consent of the governed. Now, the relation of master and slave is pro tanto a total violation of this principle. The master not only governs his slave without his consent, but he governs him by a set of rules altogether different from those which he prescribes for himself. Allow all the governed an equal voice in the Government; and that, and that only, is self-government.”—Howell’s Life of Lincoln, p. 279.

The stump orators in slave and free States all advocated the claims of Mr. Lincoln upon this doctrine of negro equality; and prominent among these was a Dutch upstart, who went city to city, insulting the people of this country by explaining to them their Declaration of Independence. If that Declaration did not mean to place the negro upon an equality with the white man, this is his opinion of that sacred instrument. I quote his own words:

“There is your Declaration of Independence, a diplomatic dodge, adopted merely for the purpose of excusing the rebellious colonies in the eyes of civilized mankind. There is your Declaration of Independence, no longer the sacred code of the rights of man, but a hypocritical piece of special pleading, drawn up by a batch of petitifoggers, who, when speaking of the rights of men, meant but the privileges of a set of aristocratic slaveholders, but styled it ‘the rights of man’ in order to throw dust in the eyes of the world, and to inveigle noble-hearted fools into lending them aid and assistance. There are your boasted revolutionary sires, no longer heroes and sages, but accomplished humbuggers and hypocrites, who said one thing and meant another; who passed counterfeit sentiments as genuine, and obtained arms, and money, and assistance, and sympathy, on false pretenses! There is your great American Revolution, no longer the great champion of universal principles, but a mean Yankee trick—a wooden nutmeg—the most impudent imposition ever practiced upon the whole world.”

Mr. Speaker, there are in the Declaration of Independence many self-evident truths. Why should the Chicago platform contain that one concerning
equality? Was it the expression of a sentiment honestly entertained, or was it a mere pretense to draw the honest elector into the support of the party by false pretense?

But they say these principles, promulgated in the Declaration, are embodied in the Constitution. The Declaration announces the fact that all men are created equal, and entitled to life, liberty, &c. The Constitution returns the fugitive slave to his master. Is this a case of principle, promulgated in the one and embodied in the other? Then, for which are the Republican party: for the promulgation or the embodiment?

Sir, I do not believe in that interpretation of our bill of rights. Our forefathers, in the promulgation of a great international principle of human freedom, never intended to establish a law paramount to the Constitution itself, declaring their own slaves entitled to their freedom, and themselves lawbreakers in holding them in bondage. That there should be a prejudice against slavery in the minds of northern men, is but natural; and for it I make due allowance. But that prejudice has grown into a sickly sentimentality; into a wild, wicked, and dangerous fanaticism; into a social and political disease; a great national curse. And now, the cardinal doctrine, the great leading central idea, the fundamental principle of Republicanism, has become the equality of the negro with the white man. Hence the persistent denunciation of slavery in the States; hence the establishment and encouragement of underground railroads; hence the personal liberty bills; hence the bloody strife in Kansas; hence the devilish raids upon our border; hence the incitement to civil war, and the excitement of servile insurrection.

The Republicans believe that whether promulgated by the Declaration, or embodied in the Constitution, the negro is the equal of the white man, and entitled by the higher law to his freedom; that slavery is the sum of all villainies; that thieves are less amenable to the moral code than slaveholders; “that slavery is a sin against God and a crime against man, which no human enactment or usage can make right; and that Christianity and patriotism alike demand its abolition.” They believe, with MR. SUMNER, that—

“Slavery is a wrong so grievous and unquestionable, that it should be allowed to continue; nay, that it should cease at once; nay, that a wrong so transcendent, so loathsome, so direful, must be encountered wherever it can be reached; and the battle must be continued without truce or compromise, until the field is entirely won.”

That it is the object of the Republican party to abolish slavery in the States, I need only read from the organs and leaders of the party, and from Mr. Lincoln himself.

The Chicago Democrat, of the 11th of August, 1860, is suggestive:

“Blair is a Republican of the radical school. He is a Republican of the Seward, the Sumner, and the Lincoln school. He believes in making the States all free. He believes slavery to be an evil and a curse, and that the duty of the Federal Government is to prevent its extension.

“While the great doctrine of the duty of the Federal Government to make ‘the States all free’ thus receives indorsement in a slaveholding State, shall the Republicans of the free States lower their standard of principle?

“The day of compromising, half-way measures, has gone by. The people are determined to force the politicians up to the point of making the States all free. If the politicians are not prepared for this, they must get out of the road. Unless they do, they will be run over.” * * * *

“The year of jubilee has come! Already is the child born who shall live to see the last shackle fall from the limbs of the slave on this continent. Universal emancipation is near at hand.

“The only class of people who are standing in the way of the accomplishment of this great work are the office-hunters—the fossils and the flunkeys of the North. They cannot, or will not, see that the path of duty is the path of safety; and they prefer party to principle. Such men would have the Republican party in the free States lower its standard, and pretend not to be devoted to the extinction of slavery everywhere, while our gallant Republicans in the slave States are winning victories upon this very principle, in the face of the slave power.

“But the great heart of the Republican masses revolts against such hypocrisy and such truckling. They throw their banner to the breeze, inscribed with Lincoln’s glorious words, ‘The States must be made all free,’ and under it will march on to victory after victory, conquering and to conquer.”

In October, 1855, Mr. Seward said:

“Slavery is not and never can be perpetual. It will be overthrown either peacefully and lawfully under this Constitution, or it will work the subversion of the Constitution together with its own overthrow.”

Helper, in a work indorsed by sixty-eight members of this Congress, has fully exposed the intentions of his party. He says:

“But we are wedded to one purpose, from which no power can divorce us. We are determined
to abolish slavery at all hazards, in defiance of all opposition, of whatever nature, which it is possible for the slaveocrats to bring against us. Of this they may take due notice, and govern themselves, accordingly.”—Page 149.

“Abolition is but another name for patriotism, magnanimity, reason, prudence, wisdom, religion, progress, justice, and humanity.”—Page 118.

“The oligarchs say we cannot abolish slavery without infringing upon the right of property. Again we tell them we do not recognize property in man. * * * *

“Impelled by a sense of duty to others, we would be fully warranted in emancipating all the slaves at once, without any compensation whatever to those who claim to be their absolute owners.”—Page 123.

“Of you, the introducers, aiders, and abettors of slavery, we demand indemnification for the damage our lands have sustained on account thereof: the amount of damage is $7,544,118,825; and now, sires, we are ready to receive the money, and if it is perfectly convenient to you, we would be glad to have you pay it in specie. It will not avail you, sires, to parley or prevaricate. We must have a settlement. Our claim is just, and overdue.” * * * *

“It is for you to decide whether we are to have justice peaceably, or by violence, for, whatever consequences may follow, we are determined to have it, one way or the other. Do you aspire to become the victims of white non-slaveholding vengeance by day, and of barbarous massacres by the negroes at night?

“Would you be instrumental in bringing upon yourselves, your wives, and your children, a fate too horrible to contemplate? Shall history cease to cite as an instance of unexampled cruelty the massacre of St. Bartholomew, because the South shall have furnished a more direful scene of atrocity and carnage? Now, sirs, you must emancipate them, speedily emancipate them, or we will emancipate them for you.”—Pages 126, 128.

“The great revolutionary movement which was set on foot in Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, May 20, 1775, has not yet terminated, nor will it be, until every slave in the United States is freed from the tyranny of his master.”—Page 95.

“But we are wedded to one purpose, from which no earthly power can divorce us. We are determined to abolish slavery, at all hazards, in defiance of all opposition, of whatever nature which it is possible for the slaveocrats to bring against us. Of this they may take due notice, and govern themselves accordingly.”—Page 149.

“The pro-slavery slaveholders deserve to be at once reduced to a parallel with the basest criminals that lie fettered within the cells of our public prisons.”—Page 158.

“No opportunity for inflicting a mortal wound in the side of slavery shall be permitted to pass us unimproved. Thus, terror-engenders of the South, have we fully and frankly defined our position. We have no modifications to propose; no compromises to offer; nothing to retract. Frown, fret, foam, prepare your weapons, threat, strike, shoot, stab, bring on civil war, dissolve the Union. Sirs, you can neither foil nor intimidate us; our purpose is as firmly fixed as the eternal pillars of heaven; we have determined to abolish slavery, and, so help us God, abolish it we will.”—Page 187.

As early as 1837, Mr. Lincoln seemed as sound on some of these propositions as Helper. He was then a member of the Illinois Legislature; and on the 12th of January Mr. Ralston introduced the following resolutions:

“Resolved by the General Assembly of the State of Illinois, That we highly disapprove of the formation of abolition societies, and of the doctrines promulgated by them.

“Resolved, That the right of property in slaves is sacred to the Slaveholding States by the Federal Constitution, and that they cannot be deprived of that right without their consent.”

Mr. Lincoln voted against them. (See House Journal, p. 243.) In 1839, still a member of the Legislature, he voted against the following resolution:

“That the General Government cannot do indirectly, what it is clearly prohibited from doing directly; that it is the openly declared design of the Abolitionists of this nation to abolish slavery in the State of Illinois, with a view to its ultimate abolishment in the States;” * * * * “and that, therefore, Congress ought not to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia.”—House Journal, Page 126.

Such votes, such expressions, by the President elect and his party, leave us no longer in doubt as to their intentions; and what Mr. Clay said of the anti-slavery party in 1838, is true of the Republican party in 1861. We have only to insert New Mexico, in place of Florida, to make the application complete.

“With the Abolitionists, the rights of property are nothing; the deficiency of the powers of the General Government are nothing; the acknowledged and incontestable powers of the States are nothing; civil war, a dissolution of the Union, and the overthrow of the Government in which are concentrated the fondest hopes of the civilized world, are nothing. A single idea has taken possession of their minds,
and onward they pursue it, overlooking all barriers, reckless and regardless of consequences. With this class the immediate abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and in the Territory of Florida, the prohibition of the removal of slaves from State to State, and the refusal to admit any new States comprising within their limits the institution of domestic slavery, are but so many means conducing to the accomplishment of the ultimate but perilous end at which they avowedly and boldly aim, are but so many short stages in the long and bloody road to the distant goal at which they would finally arrive. Their purpose is abolition, universal abolition—peaceably, if they can; forcibly, if they must.” — Appendix Globe, vol. 7, p. 355.

I know that many of the Republican party shrewdly disavow any intention to interfere directly with slavery in the States. It would be too great a strain of the higher law, even, to justify so flagrant an outrage. But the same object can be accomplished indirectly. Admit no more slave States. Then, according to MR. SUMNER, “slavery will die, like the poisoned rat, of rage, in his hole.” Create dissatisfaction among the slaves in the border States: induce them to seek refuge in the free States; prevent their recapture and return, by personal liberty bills; and slave property will be thus rendered so insecure, unprofitable, and even dangerous, in the border States, that they will rid themselves of it; and once free, it is expected that those States will cooperate in making an amendment to the Constitution, providing for the ultimate extinction of slavery throughout the land.

Abolition of slavery, directly or indirectly, is demanded by the people of the North. Men high in authority, leaders of party, preachers, teachers, editors, judges, lawyers, law-makers, State and national, openly avow it; and no scheme has yet been suggested, however unconstitutional; no plan has yet been attempted, however wicked and infernal, which looked towards the freedom of a negro, which has not met with approval in the ranks of the Republican party. Many of that party believe that the design of John Brown was founded in the deepest wisdom and benevolence, and executed in unrivaled heroism, integrity, and self-forgetfulness; that his life was a complete success, his death an unparalleled and most honorable triumph; that the blood of John Brown appeals to God and humanity against slaveholders; that the heart of this nation, and of the civilized world, will respond to that appeal in one defiant shout: “resistance to slaveholders is obedience to God.”

John Brown was a true, practical Republican. He considered the negro an equal of the white man. He believed slavery a sin against God, and a crime against man. He believed in the insurrectionary and bloody schemes promulgated by the distinguished members of this Congress. He believed with the Republicans of Natick, “that it was the right and the duty of slaves to resist their masters, and the right and duty of the people of the North to incite them to resistance, and to aid them in it.” Theodore Parker says:

“John Brown sought by force what the Republican party works for with other weapons; the two agree in the end, and differ only in the means.”

I know that there are many members of the Republican party who blame John Brown. Of such I may say:

“They know the right, and they approve it, too; Condemn the wrong, and yet the wrong pursue.”

The Republican party has one million eight hundred and fifty-eight thousand two hundred voters in the North, and only twenty-seven thousand and thirty voters in the South. It could hardly be more sectional. They have gained possession of the Government. As to what will be their policy, we can judge only from the sentiments expressed by their leaders and their party organs.”

On the 13th day of August last, MR. SEWARD used the following language, which, from him, and under the circumstances, is full of meaning:

“What a commentary upon the wisdom of man is given in this single fact that, fifteen years only after the death of John Quincy Adams, the people of the United States, who hurled him from power and from place, are calling to the head of the nation, to the very seat from which he was expelled, Abraham Lincoln, whose claim to that seat is that he confesses the obligation of that high law which the sage of Quincy proclaimed, and that he avows himself, for weal or woe, for life or death, a soldier on the side of freedom in the irrepressible conflict between freedom and slavery.”

He afterwards said:

“I tell you, fellow-citizens, that with this victory comes the end of the slave power in the United States.”

Helper, on Page 183 of his book, reduces this sentiment of his distinguished leader into a more practical shape. He says:

“Once for all, within a reasonably short period, let us make the slaveholders do something like justice to their negroes, by giving each and every one of them his freedom and sixty dollars in current money.”
The wheels of Government are to be moved with a high hand. For years we have been warned of this intention. MR. SEWARD said, in the Senate, March 3, 1858:

“Let the Supreme Court recede. Whether it recede or not, we shall reorganize that court, and thus reform its political sentiments and practices, and bring them into harmony with the Constitution and the laws of nature.”

Massachusetts, through one of her distinguished Senators, [MR. WILSON] sustained this doctrine:

“We shall change the Supreme Court of the United States, and place men in that court who believe, with its immortal Chief Justice, John Jay, that our prayers will be impious to Heaven while we support and sustain human slavery.”

Through one of her Representatives, [MR. BURLINGAME] she has gone even further:

“When we shall have elected a President, as we will, who will not be the President of a party, but the tribune of the people, and after we have exterminated a few doughfaces from the North, then, if the slave Senate will not give way, we will grind it between the upper and nether millstones of our power.”

From these and many like expressions of the leaders of the Republican party, the southern people have concluded that the administration of Mr. Lincoln will abolish slavery in the District of Columbia; that they will prevent inter-slave trade, restrict slavery in all the Territories, reorganize the Supreme Court, and put the Government actually and perpetually on the side of freedom.

I know that it is claimed that the only object of the Republican party is to prohibit slavery in the Territories. And, according to the gentleman from Ohio, [Mr. SHERMAN] no sane man would for a moment suppose that slavery could ever go north of the 36° 30, and hence the only practical issue was, as to the existence of slavery in New Mexico. This, then, is a statement of the case. Two different forms of labor exist in the country, bond and free. The Constitution does not prescribe, or proscribe, either, for the Territory of New Mexico. The people of the South claim the right to take their bondmen into New Mexico. The people of the North deny the existence of any such right. Upon a fair submission of this question to the voters of the country at the election November last, there were, in the free states, 1,574,091, and in the slave States, 1,257,195,—total 2,831,286 voters, who were of opinion that a citizen of the United States had a right to take his bondmen into New Mexico, or any other Territory of the United States; while there were in the free States 1,885,200, and in the slave, 27,032, voters—total, 1,885,232, who were of a different opinion. This opinion of the South had already been sustained by a decision of that august tribunal, the Supreme Court of the United States, which, by the very Constitution, is a coordinate branch of this Government, and its decisions are final, and the supreme law of the land. There are not more than seven slaves now in New Mexico, and such are in its climate and soil that it cannot possibly be a free State; and yet, the gentleman from Ohio considers the question of slavery in New Mexico the all-important one upon which, as he says, the Union is being disrupted, and State after State is going out.

Was it the whole end aim of the Republican party to make this Territory free? Was it for this that nearly three million people placed themselves upon sectional ground, and arrayed North against South? Was it for this that they went through with a protracted, expensive, and laborious canvas? Was it for this that they brought about a sectional agitation, a hostile feeling, which threatens the very existence of the Union? Was it for this that they sought the possession of the General Government, and the reorganization of the Supreme Court? I deny that such a respectable number of Republicans even, however excited, however prejudiced, could be so greatly moved by so pitiful an object. If the position of the gentleman from Ohio be correct, the existence of the Republican party is dependent upon the status of New Mexico on the slavery question, and the determination of that would, as a matter of course, put an end to the politics of that party, and to the party itself.

The gentleman from Ohio is not the only distinguished Republican who believes that the sole object of his party is the prohibition of slavery in the Territories; nor do I stand alone in the opinion that, if that be true, the party must soon cease to exist. Mr. Bates, of Missouri, a prominent candidate before the Chicago convention for President, thus spoke in the rotunda at St. Louis, August 10, 1856:

“The Republican party is not a mere array of men. It is a hasty agglomeration made up of the odds and ends of every other party that ever existed at the North. MR. SEWARD, ever an eminent Whig and unquestionably a man of ability, is one of its leaders. He was that distinguished Whig, he is that distinguished Republican. At the North, whole slabs of the American party have united with the new organization, and it is now animated by an ardent enthusiasm which furnishes proof of its transitory nature. In proportion to its ardor will be the shortness of its life. Its only aim is the prohibition of slavery
in the Territories; and even if it should succeed in accomplishing its object by a congressional enactment, its whole force and vitality would be exhausted in the effort, and it would decline.”

Of this party, MR. H. WINTER DAVIS, the distinguished member from Maryland, and a candidate for the Vice Presidency in the Chicago convention, spoke as follows, in this House, January 6, 1857:

“The Republican party was a hasty levy en masse of the northern people to repel or revenge an intrusion by northern votes alone. With its occasion it must pass away. Within two years, Kansas must be a State of the Union. She must be admitted with or without slavery, as her people prefer. Beyond Kansas, there is no question that is practically open. I speak to practical men. Slavery does not exist in any other Territory, it is excluded by law from several, and not likely to exist anywhere; and the Republican party has nothing to do, and can do nothing. It has no future. Why cumbers it the ground?”

Sir, the restriction of slavery in the Territories is but one of the means. The great end to be accomplished is, as Mr. Lincoln says, the ultimate extinction of slavery. At any rate, the South fears that this is the object, and that the whole power and patronage of the Government will be used in its accomplishment; and moved by this fear, and by actual wrongs, the cotton States, exercising the right claimed by Massachusetts in 1814, and afterwards upon the annexation of Texas, have thrown off their allegiance to this Government and declared their independence.

It is not to be denied that the seceding States, yea, the whole South, have been subjected to a long train of abuses by the anti-slavery party. An incessant war has been made upon them, because slaveholders; their constitutional rights have been denied them; their slaves constantly interfered with; and laws made for their protection have been purposely obstructed; and now, it would seem to be the purpose of this anti-slavery Republican party, not only to destroy the value of $4,000,000,000 worth of their property, but to convert it into the means of their own destruction. In vain have they warned the northern people against this unholy crusade; in vain have they remonstrated against the obstruction of the laws; in vain have they appealed to the generous sympathies of their brethren, asking only for the peaceful enjoyment of rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Their warnings, remonstrations, and appeals, have been answered only with repeated injuries. Wrongs like these, if inflicted by the Government, would be just cause for revolution. Such grievances could only be redressed by a resort to arms. But this Government has done no wrong. There is no complaint against the Government. On the contrary, all unite in the opinion that it is the best form of government ever instituted among men. The southern confederacy have adopted it; and now, after our dismemberment, it is the only plan of government upon which there is the slightest hope for a reconstruction.

But besides, the Government has provided a mode of redressing the grievances which this sectional minority has imposed upon the South. The very election which raised a sectional President into power, manifested the existence of a national conservative element which insured a constitutional check upon his administration, and its certain termination at the end of four years. An opposition which, if united, could have defeated that election, could surely have protected themselves, under the Constitution and in the Union, against the aggressions of any sectional minority.

Under these circumstances, I now enter my solemn protest against the action of the seceding States. It was, in my opinion, unwise and selfish, an irreparable injury to themselves, an act of cruel injustice to the middle and border slave States, and to the General Government, and of gross ingratitude to a million and a half of gallant men of the North, who have made every sacrifice and dared every danger in support of the Constitution and in defense of southern rights. Has it ever recurred to our precipitate brethren of the South that those northern friends, like themselves, owe allegiance to their respective States, and that, by secession, they leave a noble army of northern conservatives, with all their valor and devotion, to be swept down by the assaults of resistless numbers, to rise no more forever? By this hasty act, they have forced upon the border States the fearful alternative of submission, on the one hand, to a power which could at any moment override all their rights; or rebellion, secession, and civil war, on the other, which in their exposed position, would be their utter ruin. In my judgment, such a respectable number of States, so vast in extent, with a population so large, and an interest so great, were entitled to some consideration at the hands of those States for which, in all their struggles against northern aggression, they had been a cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night.

But this disunion, while it may bring upon the country the direst of all calamities, is a remedy for no evil, real or imaginary. It cannot render slave property more secure, or in any manner perpetuate it. It yields up forever the equal participation in the Territories by the slave States, while it furnishes
no greater protection for slavery where it exists. In
the Union, the South, with a minority North, were
stronger than even a united South could possibly be
out of the Union, with or without arms. The cotton
States should, therefore, have remained in the Union.
Then, if this northern party—formerly Abolition,
now Republican—should attempt to reorganize the
Supreme Court, and make of it a machine to sustain
their bad morals and worse politics; if they should
fasten upon the Government the doctrine of the
higher law, and employ all its patronage and power in
an organized and direct attack of the higher law, and
employ all its patronage and power in an organized
and direct attack upon slavery, then would we make
war, not against the Government, but against its
enemies; then might we fight, under the Constitution,
against those who would subvert it; fight for this
beautiful capitol, hallowed in its very name, location,
and in all its associations; fight for the archives, the
flag, the honor of this great nation.

But, whether secession, disunion, revolution—
call it what you will—be right or wrong, is not now
the question. It exists; it is all around and about
us. It has shocked and unsettled every department
of Government, and paralyzed business in all its
branches. Its baleful influence has spread sorrow and
gloom, disaster, and destitution, over the whole land.

The question now is: what shall be done to
restore peace, happiness, and prosperity? Who can,
who will save the country from the threatened doom?

The gentleman from Ohio [MR. SHERMAN]
appealed to the border States to “arrest the tide,
which, but for them, would in a few days place us in
hostile array against each other.” Believing that the
border States, free and slave, understood practically
this question of slavery, about which the pestiferous
States of South Carolina and Massachusetts only
theorize, I took upon myself the responsibility of
calling those States together, that they might counsel
with each other.

The committee appointed by those States agreed
almost unanimously upon a plan of adjustment; but
when that plan was in substance proposed in the
House of Representatives, the gentleman and his
party voted unanimously against its consideration.
At that time the border slave States occupied a
position for effective interference; but the rejection
of a proposition so reasonable, so just, weakened
their confidence in their northern brethren. And that
confidence was not in the slightest restored by the
gentleman from Ohio, when, in a speech “alternately
gentle as the dews and as boisterous as the
thunder,” he accompanies his pleas for peace with a
recommendation of war, and meets all propositions of
conciliation with promised adherence to the Chicago
platform.

It is difficult to tell what these border States will
do. The elections lately held are no proper indices of
their intentions. Having large interests involved, they
take time for consideration. Although not consulted
by the cotton States, they choose to consult one
another. But let the North be assured of one thing:
that those border States are unanimous in the opinion
that this is a proper occasion for the settlement of this
pest question of slavery, now and forever.

But, sir, while I can speak for no other, I can say
but little even for my own State. Missouri occupies
the geographical center of this nation; she lies in the
very highway of civilization, and in the march of
empire. She now contains a white population equal
to that of Florida, South Carolina, Alabama, and
Mississippi, combined; and for her future greatness
she looks to the North, to the South, to the East, and
to the West. Sir, Missouri was born of the Union; she
was rocked in the cradle of the Union; she has grown
up, lived, and prospered in the Union, and she loves
the Union with unceasing devotion; but not a Union
of all the States in one grand and glorious Republic.
Thus situated, thus interested, Missouri claims the
right to criticise the conduct of her sister States,
North and South. But, if the doctrine of coercion
obtain, and the attempt be made to whip the cotton
States into self-government, then Missouri will be
found side by side with the other border slave States
in armed resistance. And I now say to our northern
friends, beware. And I say this not in a spirit of
menace, but of solemn warning.

Long before the 6th of November, South

Carolina declared that she would not submit to the
election of a sectional President. This was treated
as an idle threat; and the taunting reply was, that
South Carolina could not be kicked out of the Union.
When Congress assembled, and it became evident
that she would secede, and would, most likely, be
followed by all the other cotton States, the country
was suddenly awakened to the real danger, and was
at once convulsed with fear. In the Senate, and in
this House, committees were constituted, of able
men, and the many propositions looking to the safety
of the country were laid before them, but nothing
of a practical nature was accomplished. In the
emergency, all eyes are turned to the distinguished
Senator from New York, believing that he who had
raised could easily rule the storm. After many long
weeks of painful anxiety, that Senator comes forward
and coolly tells us that all this is nothing more
than might be expected; that in two or three years,
when the lightening-flash and the thunder-clap have
subsided into a perfect calm, he may recommend something in the shape of a small Franklin rod for the protection of the people. Like a physician called to see a patient, writing, almost, with the agonies of death, he furnishes no remedy for relief, but delivers a very learned lecture on the subject of pathology in the sick room. The danger increases; State after State goes out; “The Union must and shall be preserved,” is the borrowed eloquence of every Republican orator. The Government is disrupted, and civil war threatens the destruction of thirty million people and to cover the whole land with desolation. Our rulers tell us that they wish to test the strength of the Government; that they wish to see whether we have any Government at all. Commerce is destroyed, manufactures ruined, and business of all kinds prostrated; until the people, the rightful sovereigns of the nation, the makers of Government, and its rulers, are reduced by desperation to the humble position of petitioners, and, by thousands and by tens of thousands, they earnestly ask their own servants for concession, for compromise, for peace; to all which, they receive the slighting reply that it is very likely that Mr. Lincoln will adhere to the Chicago platform. And now, when the dreadful issue is forced upon us, and the question is: “Union or no Union; Constitution or no Constitution; Government or no Government; country or no country,” the President elect says that “there is nothing wrong,” that “nobody is hurt,” “keep cool;” “there’s no crisis; and if there is, it is all artificial;” while his Premier amuses himself and entertains the Senate by spinning cunning rhetoric into pointless platitudes and useless generalities.

Republicans, I once more give you warning. You have complete control of Congress, and in your hands rests the destiny of this nation. Your Chicago platform is not a panacea for all the ills which now afflict us. It was made in time of peace and prosperity, and not in time of revolution and adversity. It was intended only as a basis of party action, and admirably adapted to party ends. What if it should now be abandoned, utterly destroyed? Your Greeleys, your Seward, your Giddingses, could easily make for you another, and far better suited to the times. And now let me remind you that the election of your candidate for President was not the adoption of your platform. The disruption of the Democratic party, the dissatisfaction with the present Administration, and that restless spirit which always desires change, contributed to your success in procuring a plurality of the votes of your candidate, while there was a majority of nearly a million against your platform.

But you say that the flag has been dishonored, the Constitution violated, the Union endangered, the Government defied; and you cry for war, and invoke the potential arm of Federal power to avenge all wrongs and enforce obedience. You forget that this is not a Government of force. The Union, so necessary to the establishment of the Government, was founded in the affections, which are stronger to bind a people together than any written Constitution or confederated authority. While this Government thus formed is all-powerful for good, it is impotent for evil. It was made for common defense and general welfare; but the Constitution does not provide from making war upon the very power that gave the Government existence. What if the misguided people of Charleston, in a moment of precipitation and excitement, did open a fire upon their portion of a common flag? What if they had blotted out the star which represents their own State—South Carolina? You now tolerate in your ranks hundreds of men who, but a few years ago, marched under a flag with only sixteen stars. Your Vice President elect has made speeches under such a flag. Your respect for the Constitution has greatly increased of late. It was a distinguished Republican who, but a short time ago, pronounced that Constitution the fountain of all our evils. And for years your party has taught obedience to a higher law, and not to the Constitution of the United States.

But, all at once, you have become great lovers of the union. You abuse disunion in others, while you tolerate men in your ranks who were willing to let the Union slide; men who have declared that they considered the Union a lie, an imposture, a covenant with death and an agreement with hell. If you so love the Union, why will you not do something to save it? Since there is no longer a question in regard to slavery in the Territories, the Republican party would have to fall back upon its abolitionism but for this Union question. And now, while they regard disunion as the best move ever made towards abolition, they find it necessary, for political effect, to pretend much devotion to the Union. But the other day, one of the Republican leaders said, “We can win on Union, but we cannot win on compromise.” Have we come to this? Our difficulties are not to be adjusted, the Union is not to be saved, because the party in power wishes to convert the very distresses of the country into political capital.

Sir, we have indeed fallen upon strange times. But yesterday we were told that Governments were instituted among men, deriving all their just powers from the consent of the governed. That, inasmuch as the negro had not given his assent to this Government, his enslavement is a sin against God,
and a crime against man. Now, this is a Government of force, of supreme power, of which even the consent of the white man forms no constituent element. But a short time ago we were told by the Senator from New York that, between free and slave labor, there was irrepressible conflict; now he says, “that the different forms of labor, if slavery was not perverted to purposes of political ambition, need not constitute any element of strife in the Confederacy.” But a short time ago we were told that it was necessary to protect the Territories from slavery, and to drive back the slave power which was threatening the invasion even of the free States. Now, says the great leader of the Republican party, “there is no fear of slavery anywhere; and the protection of the Territories from slavery has ceased to be a practical question.”

Gentleman of the Republican party, this is no time for trifling; no time for diplomacy; no time for promoting political dogmas, and advancing partisan interests; no time for trying to preserve doubtful political consistency. Questions of grave moment force themselves upon you. Shall a sacrifice be made of our house, race, lineage, and blood, for those of a strange clime? Shall every seven white men cut each other’s throats for the sake of one negro? Will you disregard all ties of consanguinity, and use all your endeavors to ruin then millions of the noblest race on earth, under the pretext of benefiting about one third that number of the most degraded? Shall this free, glorious, happy America throw away all her grand achievements, and tear from her brow the wreath of science, commerce, politics, and war, and no longer stand forth the loveliest of all the nations? Shall this model Republic, having no model on earth, cease forever to be an example worthy of study and imitation? These are important questions, and you alone can decide them. As I have before said, you hold in your hands the destiny of this great nation.

The formation of the Union by the adoption of the Constitution was celebrated with deep, passionate enthusiasm throughout the original colonies. “Tis done, we have become a nation,” was the exultant boast of the whole people. And that was but the dawn of the day which promised glory and happiness to all our America. A few months ago that day was at noontide, and we in the full realization of all its blessed promises. If now, in our calamity, the same spirit of concession, compromise, and patriotism, which formed the Union, should secure its preservation and its establishment for all time as the palladium of our political safety and prosperity, and if that proud bird of liberty should once more take his flight, bearing the sacred motto of “E Pluribus Unum,” in letters of ever-living light, the whole earth would be illuminated with joy and gladness. The loud shout of a freeman’s exultation would break from the deep plains of California. Thirteen infant colonies rejoiced over the birth of this nation; thirty-four grown up States, empires within themselves, with their thirty million people, will rise up in one grand, national jubilee over its preservation. But if, in spite of all appeals, and regardless of all obligations, partisan feeling and small politics shall overrule concession, compromise, patriotism, be assured that whole columns of curses, rising from the bosoms of an agonized and outraged people, will ascend to Heaven against those who would not save, as against those who would destroy, a nation’s happiness, a nation’s prosperity.

Mr. Speaker, there are many propositions in the hands of the committee of thirty-three which would restore peace to this country, and I have done all in my humble power to secure their adoption. I have had the honor of being taunted by men from the North, and men from the South, as a Union-saver. Would that it were in my power, by a word, by a vote, by any act, by any sacrifice, to save this beautiful and holy house of our fathers; and that I could thus win this proud title, which, though bestowed in derision, is a title worth dying for; worth having lived for.

Source: Appendix to the Congressional Globe, 36th Congress, 2nd Session, pages 246–50.
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The Pin-Up Boy of the Symphony

St. Louis and the Rise of Leonard Bernstein

By Kenneth H. Winn
In May 1944 25-year-old Leonard Bernstein, riding a tidal wave of national publicity, was invited to serve as a guest conductor of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra for its 1944–1945 season. The orchestra and Bernstein later revealed that they had also struck a deal with RCA's Victor Records to make his first classical record, a symphony of his own composition, entitled Jeremiah. Little more than a year earlier, the New York Philharmonic music director Artur Rodziński had hired Bernstein on his 24th birthday as an assistant conductor, a position of honor, but one known mostly for its menial work. His St. Louis invitation and the record agreement came in the wake of his brilliant service on May 13, 1943, as a last-minute stand in for the internationally known conductor Bruno Walter, who was scheduled to substitute for the vacationing Rodziński. When Walter suddenly fell ill, Bernstein, the orchestra's water boy, became the Philharmonic's maestro. His electric performance inspired the New York Times to run two stories, one of them on the front page, and then a highly flattering editorial on the following day. His triumph was even sweeter for having been carried on national radio in that pre-television era.1

His spectacular rise had just begun. During the two weeks after his conducting debut he was interviewed by magazines such as Life, Time, Newsweek, Look, Harper's Bazaar, The New Yorker, and virtually every New York newspaper, including the Times, Herald-Tribune, Post, and Daily News. Time compared him to another “boy genius,” Orson Welles, who had recently released his masterpiece, Citizen Kane. The miracle year continued into 1944 when the ballet he scored with choreographer Jerome Robbins, Fancy Free, received warm reviews. (Robbins would later serve as his collaborator on the musical West Side Story). Fancy Free soon spun off a successful Broadway musical, On the Town. Achievements led to celebrity. He appeared on the radio as a panelist on the quiz show Information Please, and newspapers chronicled his comings and goings on their society pages.2 Topping Bernstein’s rise were his romantic good looks, star-power charm, and flamboyant conducting style. He quietly liked his association with Welles, but balked at his bandied comparison to the languid crooner, Frank Sinatra. This demur aside, a widely publicized story from a New York high school newspaper, had bobbysoxers sighing over him as the “pin-up boy of the symphony.” They, however, advised him to get a crew cut.3

For some of Bernstein’s elders, it was too much, too fast. Many music critics were skeptical, put off by the torrent of praise. “Glamourpuss,” they called him, the “Wunderkind of the Western World.” They suspected Bernstein’s performance was simply a flash-in-the-pan. The young conductor was riding a wave of luck rather than a wave of talent. For years his age would, in effect, serve as his last name, as in “Leonard Bernstein, 25, will . . .” One of the most suspicious of his talent was St. Louis Post-Dispatch music columnist Thomas B. Sherman who, upon learning of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra’s invitation to Bernstein, dwelt on Bernstein’s “luck” and good “fortune,” noting that events had proven “favorable.” He acknowledged that Bernstein seemed to have the skill to “take up where his luck left off.” He also conceded Bernstein was a “gifted” and a “good-looking young man,” if “thoroughly pleased with himself.” Bernstein’s unexpected rise, the columnist concluded, had come in “the best traditions of romantic fiction,” but if the young man seemed to have taken “both the public and the critics by storm,” it was still to be seen if it really was a storm or just a drizzle.4

Now, in the hundredth anniversary of Bernstein’s birth, things are much clearer. Bernstein went on to become the most important American conductor of the twentieth century. Within 15 years of his accidental Philharmonic debut he had become, at age 40, the youngest permanent conductor in the New York Philharmonic’s history. Now, more than a quarter of a century after his death, most of his musical interpretations still retain their power. He loved music and the adulation of his audiences, and his voluminous recordings far outnumber those made by his peers. His prancing, his dancing, and his showmanship on the podium are still enjoyable to watch, as if every symphonic note moved him to ecstasy.5

But Bernstein was more than a conductor. His remarkable work with choreographer Jerome Robbins, from Fancy Free to West Side Story, made him the composer of enduring musicals. His more formal classical works, particularly those he wrote from Jeremiah in 1943 to his Chichester Psalms in 1965, are remarkable compositions. His best classical work has been absorbed into the canon of regularly performed American pieces. He was also an exceptional educator, demonstrated by his television series of Young People’s Concerts (1958–1972). His educational work also included college lectures. He wrote several well-received books on music that remain in print. He
was a pianist of unusual talent. He might have made a memorable career simply as a performer. He often played piano solos while conducting the orchestra from the piano bench, just as he did in his St. Louis 1945 concerts. For all of these skills and his achievements, his admirers have frequently touted him as the Renaissance Man of American music.7

His significance as a conductor also lay in its symbolic value. Until Bernstein’s rise, many Americans felt insecure about the country’s ability to produce high-caliber classical music conductors of the quality of Arturo Toscanini, Leopold Stokowski, Serge Koussevitzky, or even Vladimir Golschmann, the Frenchman who conducted the St. Louis Symphony from the 1930s to the 1950s. Large cities like St. Louis, New York, and Boston imported talented conductors from Europe by the hundreds.8 They still do. Leonard Bernstein gave culturally insecure Americans something to crow about. He proved not only as good as the European imports, but better, and as his fame rose, he was routinely invited to conduct concerts with orchestras from around the world, developing in the process special relationships with highly esteemed orchestras such as the Vienna Philharmonic.

For all of the praise heaped upon him, however, Bernstein irritated, or disappointed, many people. His failure to settle down to one task frustrated erstwhile admirers. Some people thought he should conduct less and compose classical music more, and some of his highbrow mentors, like Boston’s music director Serge Koussevitzky, were not shy about expressing their displeasure. Feeling the heat, Bernstein said during his 1945 stay in St. Louis, “I am probably through with musical comedy. I have done that now. I like to do everything once, just to see what it feels like.”9 Others said he could have been the savior of the popular musical in an age in which it was in decline. Instead of being a Renaissance Man, his critics claimed he spread himself out so thin he could never realize his full musical potential. Bernstein wearied of this criticism, which dogged his entire career. Writing in the New York Times he said: “I don’t want to spend my life, as Toscanini did, studying and restudying the same 50 pieces of music. . . It would . . . bore me to death. I want to conduct. I want to play the piano. I want to write for Hollywood. I want to write symphonic music. I want to keep on trying to be, in the full sense of that wonderful word, a musician. I also want to teach. I want to write books and poetry. And I think I can still do justice to them all.” What some saw as showmanship, others saw as showboating, and thought him vain and self-absorbed.10

There were also people with no interest in music who hated Bernstein for his politics. Bernstein had a strong cultural self-consciousness as the Jewish, gay outsider. He imbibed a heady whiff of the leftist politics of the Depression years. While never a radical, he skirted the edges of radicalism and was

(Left) The St. Louis Post-Dispatch Everyday Magazine noted in early 1945 that success had not changed Bernstein much, “for the young conductor and composer is concerned, rather than arrogant, over his rapid accomplishments.” (Right) Bernstein (left) worked with Jerome Robbins (1918-1998) on the ballet Fancy Free, in which Bernstein wrote the musical score for Robbins’ ballet. (Images: Washington University Libraries, Gaylord Music Library; Jerome Robbins Dance Division, The New York Public Library)
comfortable being among those who embraced it. By 1943 the FBI had begun a file on him that would total 800 pages. The bureau was, in fact, receiving a report on him at the very time he was in St. Louis. At the height of the Cold War, the State Department refused to allow him to conduct concerts overseas. In a groveling affidavit, Bernstein slavishly admitted to some past political naiveté, but emphasized his patriotism. The department relented. Later that same decade, he would play music for President Dwight Eisenhower, and he soon developed strong ties to the Kennedy family. Still, his long-term commitment to social justice for African Americans, already clear when he was a 1930s Harvard student, brought him trouble and eventual embarrassment. He began giving active assistance to African American causes in the 1940s and had strongly supported the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. The embarrassment came in January 1970 when he and his politically active wife gave a party as an ACLU fundraiser on behalf of jailed members of the radical Black Panthers. The Panthers preached self-defensive violence against white oppression and stockpiled weapons. While Bernstein later repudiated the Panthers, the party he and his wife gave on their behalf—complete with Puerto Rican maids serving canapes to New York’s “Beautiful People”—made a delicious target. Unbeknownst to the Bernsteins, the flamboyant writer Tom Wolfe had crashed the party and famously satirized the assembled socialites as indulging in “Radical Chic,” words that stuck to Bernstein.11

But all of this is the epilogue to Bernstein’s St. Louis story. It explains why he matters. To understand what happened in St. Louis in 1945 and the impression he made on the city and the city on him, a brief prologue is needed.

Leonard Bernstein was born in Lawrence, Massachusetts, on August 25, 1918. His parents obtained private piano lessons for him at age ten. His teachers included Helen Coates, who later served for decades as Bernstein’s secretary. Bernstein attended Boston’s elite Latin School and then went to Harvard, where his brilliance and enormous personal magnetism were quickly recognized. One of Bernstein’s greatest skills as a young man was recruiting the assistance of older men who could help him. But, if he was an opportunist, he was a sincere one, staying friends with these patrons long after he needed their help. In 1937 Aaron Copland was already a well-established composer, just reaching the peak of his compositional power (Appalachian Spring, Fanfare for the Common Man). He was 18 years Bernstein’s senior, but after meeting Bernstein, still an undergraduate, at a party in New York City, the two became lifelong friends. Bernstein later repaid Copland by becoming perhaps the most important champion of his work.12 At Harvard, Bernstein studied with the eminent composer Walter Piston and studied conducting with Fritz Reiner at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia. Later Reiner, as the conductor of the Pittsburgh Orchestra, gave the young Bernstein an early platform for his music. In 1940 Bernstein worked with conductor Serge Koussevitzky at the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s summer institute “Tanglewood” (then called the Berkshire Music Festival). Bernstein would wear the cufflinks Koussevitzky gave him at every concert he ever conducted. Another early patron was Dimitri Mitropoulos, whom he met in 1937, and whom he would later succeed as the music director of the New York Philharmonic. Throughout his career he wore a medal with Mitropoulos’s image under his clothes. After one performance Bernstein fell off the podium.

“Radical chic” was coined by Tom Wolfe in his article, “That Party at Lenny’s,” about celebrities and others with high profiles in society embracing radical causes. (Image: MacMillan)
and jabbed the medal into his chest, severely bruising it. In the audience the young conductor Leonard Slatkin, the future music director of the St. Louis Symphony, had waited—now in vain—to meet his hero after the show.13

Thus, if unknown to the larger world, by early 1943 the 24-year-old Bernstein was well-known and well-liked by a surprisingly large number of influential conductors and composers. The capstone to his ability to woo older men—and what would eventually bring him to St. Louis—came in the form of Artur Rodziński. Rodziński was in his first year as the conductor of the New York Philharmonic when he hired Bernstein as his assistant. Rodziński was a mercurial figure, prone to paranoia, who sometimes carried a gun in his back pocket while conducting. His relationship with Bernstein soon became fraught when he became jealous of his assistant conductor’s headline-snatching fame that began to overshadow his own. At one point he even grabbed Bernstein by the throat in a hallway.

This jealousy was provoked by the freak circumstance that pushed Bernstein into prominence in 1943. Rodziński had left on vacation and the Philharmonic had invited the eminent international conductor Bruno Walter to lead the orchestra. Not long before the concert Walter fell ill with the flu. On short notice, Bernstein was told that he would have to conduct the orchestra. Ever the diligent student, Bernstein had learned the evening’s concert program well. His performance blasted him from obscurity into fame.14

Bernstein quickly capitalized on his new prominence, revealing he had written a symphony: Symphony No.1, Jeremiah. After his fabled performance with the philharmonic, many orchestras were interested in debuting it. Bernstein was a “hot item,” and his old teacher Fritz Reiner, now the conductor of the Pittsburgh Orchestra, half-coaxed and half-bullied him into taking his baton. The Pittsburgh Symphony debuted Jeremiah on January 28, 1944. The symphony is loosely based on the experience of the biblical Jeremiah. It is composed of three movements: “Prophecy,” in which Jeremiah warns Jerusalem of its ruin if the people do not turn away from idolatry and wickedness; “Profanation,” which describes the destruction of the temple and the chaos inflicted on the city by Babylon when it fails to heed the prophet’s warning; and “Lamentation,” Jeremiah’s mourning of his beautiful city’s desolation, with a mezzo-soprano solo singing excerpts from the “Book of Lamentation” in Hebrew.15 If the work did not receive quite the rapturous acclaim of his initial conducting performance, it received positive reviews. Bernstein soon performed the work again with the Boston Symphony Orchestra and then with the New York Philharmonic. In May 1944 Jeremiah received the New York Music Critics Circle’s annual award for best new American symphony. When the successes of Fancy Free and On the Town followed, Bernstein was a young man very much in demand.

Aaron Copland predicted to Bernstein that he would be the most invited guest conductor of 1945. And so he was. The nation’s orchestras dutifully lined up, hoping to bring the boy wonder to their city. That year Bernstein would lead 14 different orchestras, including the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra twice, once at the year’s start and then at its close. The first two-week residency was set for February. The visit was announced four months after Jeremiah’s premier and the day after the announcement of the New York Music Critics Circle’s award.16

The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra (SLSO), founded in 1880, is the nation’s second-oldest
symphonic orchestra after the New York Philharmonic. Over the years it had evolved into a strong second-tier orchestra. RCA Victor Records had begun recording its performances in the 1920s. The Paris-born Vladimir Golschmann had become its music director in 1931. He and his gregarious wife had found a welcoming place in St. Louis society. If Bernstein was considered a human explosion on stage, Golschmann, with his unusually long baton in hand, was regarded as the essence of conducting elegance. Over the years Golschmann had moved the SLSO forward, winning the orchestra greater national recognition. Musicians of international renown appeared with the orchestra. Guest performers included Sergei Rachmaninoff, Jascha Heifetz, Sergei Prokofiev, Vladimir Horowitz, Isaac Stern, and Arthur Rubenstein, among others. World War II inadvertently created the openings for St. Louis Symphony guest conductors when the symphony agreed to “loan” Golschmann, part of the year, to the Cleveland Orchestra while its own conductor served in the military. Notice of Bernstein’s coming to St. Louis in February 1945 caused great excitement. There had been nothing like it in the city’s classical music life. Skeptics like Thomas Sherman aside, St. Louisans even vaguely interested in classical music were anxious to see Bernstein for themselves. An orchestra press release and the attendant publicity hyped his dramatic 1943 appearance with the New York Philharmonic and 1944 New York Music Critics Circle’s award for Jeremiah. St. Louisans would receive large doses of Bernstein even before his arrival. His musical, On the Town, which had opened in New York on December 28, 1944, received a favorable full-page syndicated review in the St. Louis Star-Times, noting: “Leonard Bernstein’s score is unhackneyed without being high-brow.” The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, presented his and Robbins’ ballet, Fancy Free, in January 1945, only weeks before Bernstein’s arrival. The Star-Times gave it a spacious and friendly review, noting approvingly that its “juke box score tears jazzily along, with an occasional dip into circus music.” The review made much of the fact that the ballet’s musical composer would soon be in the city. Predictably, however, Sherman hated the ballet: “Bernstein’s score was rhythmically eccentric and strongly percussive. The melodic material was very slight and rather cheap. It was descriptive only on the surface of things.” Bernstein’s first public appearance with the symphony was scheduled for February 10. Part of being a conductor, at least an American conductor, is an endless round of socializing and promotion, often with people and at events not of one’s own choosing, constantly smiling and being pleasant. Bernstein sometimes complained of obligatory dinners and dull conversation in St. Louis, as he did elsewhere, but he was a born socializer and could turn on the charm when he needed to. The Women’s Association of the St. Louis Symphony Society invited its members to have tea with Bernstein and Jennie Tourel, the mezzo-soprano who accompanied him. All of that was duty. More important to Bernstein was the cultivation of the local press—something at which he excelled. While this was careerist calculation, it was also a genuine pleasure. Bernstein truly enjoyed hanging out with reporters, even as he skillfully turned them into his friends. Positive
newspaper stories inevitably followed, carrying the flattery he craved. He pointedly wanted to be taken as a serious musician. No more *On the Towns*. It was strictly serious stuff from now on. But he also did not want to seem like a stiff. He resisted the conventional conception of a conductor as an aloof demi-god who inhabited a celestial sphere inaccessible to mere mortals. Bernstein knew he had been lucky to have success so early, so he worked to demonstrate his humility. He knew some reporters suspected he would prove an arrogant prig. How many of them were ready to write nice words about a tiresome poseur half their age?

The SLSO facilitated Bernstein’s seduction of the press by putting him up in a luxury suite with a piano at the New Jefferson Hotel, which was originally built for the well-to-do guests attending the 1904 World’s Fair. To woo over potential critics, Bernstein eschewed the traditional pre-concert press conference and invited reporters to join him in his rooms. In place of the traditional question-answer session, Bernstein created a “clubby” atmosphere in which “the young maestro let down his long hair.” With the barest feint of reluctance he was persuaded to sit down at the piano, play a bit of the Haydn on an upcoming program and some Debussy, and then move into the “fun” stuff. According to a *Stテンス* Times reporter, Bernstein “started having as good a time as everyone else,” playing “exciting renditions of such gut-bucket arias as ‘Joe Turney’s Blues,’ ‘Weeping Willow’s Blues’ and ‘Chip’s Boogie Woogie.’” And these were not polite, pseudo-symphonic versions,” the reporter gushed, but “done in authentic backroom style.”

After a while Bernstein declared the raucous playing needed to stop or he would ruin his reputation with the orchestra as a serious conductor. “But everyone,” continued the reporter, “assured him he was among friends.” Max Steindel, the symphony’s first cellist and concertmaster, who was present, told Bernstein if he had “his fiddle” he would play right along with him.

Bernstein’s time with the press was well spent. The pre-concert articles could not have been warmer. The *St Louis Globe-Democrat* proved even more exuberant that the Post, describing “Lenny Bernstein [as] the hep-long hair who composes like Mozart, conducts like Toscanini, plays piano like Ammons and Johnson and looks a bit like Frank Sinatra.” Bernstein, the article

The Symphony’s Women’s Society hosted a tea just two days before the performance of Jeremiah, in which members could meet two of the rising stars in classical music, Jennie Tourel and Bernstein. [Images: Missouri Historical Society]
said, had given an “uproarious press conference . . . that sent the enchanted press from here to there.”

The story that appeared in the *St. Louis Star-Times* was equally enthusiastic, and accompanied by a large photograph of Bernstein pounding out the “Weeping Willow Blues.” Though unsigned, the story was probably written by William Inge, soon a Pulitzer-prize-winning playwright. Bernstein and Inge rapidly struck up a friendship and socialized when the young conductor was in town. Though Inge’s articles were not out of sync with those of other reporters, he would subsequently write the kind of reviews of which performers dream. In the end, Bernstein largely proved successful in being understood on his own terms. In a fawning profile the *Globe-Democrat*’s Harry Burke wrote that the fair-haired boy of the symphony turned out to be just a “bewildered brunette,” as puzzled by his mysterious luck as anyone else.

After the press conference ended, Bernstein hit the jazz clubs with friends and probably some of the reporters as well. He was very happy. If St. Louisans were excited to see Bernstein, Bernstein was very excited to see them, and he liked the orchestra. Writing on February 8 to his personal assistant, Helen Coates, he began talking about the New Jefferson Hotel: “Such a gay suite, and a fascinating city! The orchestra is responding ff [fortissimo], and I am having a good time—perhaps too good. Much jazz, so you can see from the papers. This is a very jazz-conscious town. But the ‘Blues Picture’ is good, isn’t it.” He later ends, “Keep your fingers crossed for the concerts.”

That first concert was on Saturday evening, February 10, 1945, with a repeat performance Sunday matinee. As the huge crowd of concertgoers waited for the show to begin, they could flip through their programs and discover a handsome and dreamy photograph of Bernstein floating above a Baldwin piano, “a magnificently sensitive” instrument that he found “completely satisfying to me, both as a pianist and conductor.” The program’s brief Bernstein biography cited his now familiar list of early triumphs, and added yet another wistful studio profile of Bernstein staring so soulfully into very high clouds—or probably a less distant ceiling—that he probably strained his neck posing.

Right before the concert began Bernstein, nervous yet exuberant, wrote Coates a hasty letter, concluding, “I’m just off to the first concert. It’s very exciting.” The first half of the first concert would reassure any music traditionalist. Bernstein conducted a fairly conventional mix of baroque and romantic works: a C. P. E. Bach concerto, Haydn’s Thirteenth Symphony, and Jennie Tourel singing some short pieces. But if the first half of the concert was fairly conservative, it was the second half, in which Bernstein conducted his Jeremiah that most people had come to see. The concert ended with a rousing suite from Igor Stravinsky’s *The Firebird*. As the last notes of *The Firebird* went down, the audience’s roar went up. The concert received thunderous approval. After the concert an adrenalized Bernstein penned yet another letter to Coates. This one merely said, in large exuberant script, “Doesn’t this beat them all?”

Bernstein’s conducting was not only a popular success but a critical one as well. Virtually everything met with approval. Harry Burke, the columnist for the *St. Louis Globe-Democrat*, confessed that, given the mindless excitement over Bernstein’s golden-boy reputation, he had initially toyed with headlines like “‘fakery fails,’” but if he had come to scorn he left to praise. Jeremiah, he said, may have been expressed hebraically, but its humanity touched his Irish-American soul. And yes, the touted showmanship was there: Bernstein “dances the music. That is true. But he doesn’t do a dance for the hearers of that music. There isn’t a gesture but evokes its authentic response from an orchestral choir—and from the hearer. . . . He possibly forgets himself. But he never forgets, and you will not forget the music he conjures from his orchestra.”

Inge wrote in the *Star-Times*: “The Opera House at Kiel Auditorium has witnessed few concerts as profoundly stimulating as those conducted by 26-year-old Leonard Bernstein.” He gave very high praise to *Jeremiah*. He especially singled out Jennie Tourel for praise for her emotive singing in the symphony’s third movement. After that, “nothing but superlatives can be used for the rest of the program.” Stravinsky’s *Firebird* suite, he said, “was the most dramatic and exotically colored performance the reviewer ever has heard.”

High praise indeed. Probably the greatest surprise came from the *Post’s* Thomas Sherman. Writing under the headline, “Bernstein Brilliant Conducting His Work,” Sherman said, “The focal point of the evening’s concert, in which Bernstein and the orchestra had the notable assistance of Jennie Tourel, the Russo-French contralto, was the conductor’s own Jeremiah symphony. Even if this had been the only number on the program it would have established Bernstein’s qualifications, both as a creative and an interpretive artist, beyond any shadow of a doubt. His direction of the rest of the program made his gifts as a conductor all the more apparent, though his judgment was sometimes open to question.” While he also praised Bernstein’s interpretations of Bach and Haydn, if the conductor had any notable flaw in his conducting, it was his mad love of emotional intensity. (This was something Bernstein would be accused of for decades.) Sherman concluded, however, it was this obsession with power that made Stravinsky’s *Firebird* such a good match for him, noting that his
“dynamic and subtly colored performance brought an enthusiastic ovation from the audience.”

Before Bernstein came to St. Louis, Thomas Sherman suspected that the young conductor was a product of mere luck, whose popularity was a transitory fad. After the first concerts he wrote a meditative column, called “Second Thoughts on Bernstein.” The St. Louis community had seen a lot of guest conductors in the absence of Vladimir Golschmann. Conductors use orchestras as their instrument in creating and molding music. “The successful performances conducted here by Leonard Bernstein were . . . not accidents . . . They were the results of knowledge and temperament expertly applied. . . .” Promotion is not usually distinguished for its accuracy, but it is possible, in this case, that the expression may have been used advisedly. For Bernstein quite obviously has magnetism for both orchestra and audience.” While Sherman said Bernstein needed to learn to keep his “natural brio” in check, he appeared to have the makings of a great career.15

Like most young artists, Bernstein was very sensitive about his reviews, and he read each one upon publication. Two days after the concert he again wrote Helen Coates. He was walking on air: “Here are the reviews and they are gorgeous. Everything seems to have been a huge success with everybody. And I had the biggest audience of the season,” as, indeed, he did. “I’m having a wonderful time: dinners and parties every night . . . The orchestra is in love with me, and I think the Ravel will be terrific.”

“The Ravel” to which Bernstein referred was Ravel’s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, which Bernstein intended as the signature piece for the next set of concerts the following weekend. The piano concerto is strongly jazz-infused, and Bernstein planned to conduct the orchestra while simultaneously serving as the piano soloist. With the exception of Beethoven’s Egmont, the concert was mostly modern music. In addition to the Ravel would be Roy Harris’ Third Symphony and Shostakovich’s rousing Fifth Symphony, which composed the entire second half.31 Again, the program was a hit with the critics, but this time the audience simply exploded.

The Post’s Sherman found the concert exhilarating to the point of exhausting. Still, he gave the evening his ever-guarded approval. “The program enabled the conductor to demonstrate once again that he has tremendous driving force.” The Ravel was good, “the chief novelty of the evening,” though, while Bernstein did both well, he wished Bernstein had stuck with either conducting or piano-playing. Sherman may have been exhausted, but not the audience, which “paid Bernstein the tribute of close attention throughout the evening and brought him back to the platform many times after each number.”32

Interestingly, William Inge, too, would have liked all of that stirring music mixed with a quieter piece, but he loved the jazzy Ravel concerto as well. The huge audience’s reaction, however, fascinated him almost as much as the music itself. The Ravel concerto, he wrote, “was held together tightly and tossed at the audience with a smash. The audience liked it and insisted on the third movement being repeated,” which Bernstein obligingly did.33 The young conductor was exhilarated with his whole St. Louis experience. On February 19, as he prepared to leave, he sent a postcard from St. Louis to his boyhood friend Mildred Spiegel saying, in clipped, boastful, but accurate phrases—“Conducting was wonderful, responsive orchestra, audiences wild.”

The two sets of concerts are what the public saw, but between them Bernstein and the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra recorded Jeremiah

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch Everyday Magazine noted in early 1945 that success had not changed Bernstein much, “for the young conductor and composer is concerned, rather than arrogant, over his rapid accomplishments.” (Image: Washington University Libraries, Gaylord Music Library)
for RCA’s Victor Records. Leonard Bernstein had begun the symphony that was to become Jeremiah in 1939, during a period in which Aaron Copland was tutoring him in composition. The music lay fallow, and he completed it only after extensive rewriting, and adding what became the first movement in late 1942. Copland’s influence is obvious, especially in the second movement.\(^\text{41}\)

Bernstein initially had doubts about recording Jeremiah with the SLSO. Just before the first St. Louis concert performance, he wrote Coates that SLSO was “not the ideal orchestra for the Jeremiah records, but it will do, I guess,” but, he added hopefully, “They certainly play with vigor.”\(^\text{42}\) Days later the orchestra recorded his Jeremiah over a three-day session and Bernstein quickly lost all qualms. Bernstein was right in believing that he had won over the orchestra, though things began on a peculiar note. Vladimir Golschmann, like most European conductors, employed a minimalist style. At his initial orchestral rehearsal Bernstein began with a dramatic downbeat that left the startled musicians simply staring at him in mute incomprehension.\(^\text{43}\) As a young guest conductor Bernstein had already been subjected to hazing by orchestra members. Players challenged visiting conductors by talking loudly while others played, deliberately hitting wrong notes, “accidently” missing entrances. Still, the Post reporter Sherman, who attended the recording sessions, lauded Bernstein as great teacher with a total mastery over the scores he conducted. Nowhere was this clearer, he said, than in teaching the orchestra his Jeremiah, a tricky piece of music that none of the orchestra members had ever heard: “That the rehearsals came off without loss of temper on either side was an eloquent testimonial” to Bernstein’s control. “It was also evidence that a rapport had been established which was to have its effect at the public performance.”\(^\text{44}\)

When the recording of Jeremiah was complete, the orchestra members all stood and beat their instruments in tribute to his conducting. Bernstein was so touched, he said, “I just stood on the podium and cried.”\(^\text{45}\)

There was only one fly in the recording ointment. When it came time to make the album, RCA replaced Jennie Tourel as soloist with the better-known mezzo-soprano Nan Merriman. But while Merriman was a highly talented singer, she was not Tourel’s equal, as both the Post-Dispatch and the Star-Times were soon to point out.\(^\text{46}\) Despite this change, the whole session had gone well and left everyone pleased. RCA Victor Red Seal released Jeremiah in early December.
1945 as three 78 rpm albums ($3.68) and promoted it extensively with full page ads in national publications, such as Life magazine.

Despite the demurs about the loss of Tourel, the album received largely positive reviews. The St. Louis music critics took a natural interest and were generally enthusiastic for the recording, but they thought it lacking compared to the live performance they had heard only months before. This was partly excused because a mass-produced record simply could not have the sound quality of a live performance. At least that was what Thomas Sherman thought. An unsigned review in the Star-Times, after some similar minor fault-finding, concluded, “the recording is, in every way, excellent.” The New York Times was equally flattering: “The Jeremiah Symphony is . . . a surprisingly substantial work. It is concise, direct, dramatic and eloquent.”

Today the 1945 recording seems like a period piece: good, but an old-fashioned monaural disc. It sold reasonably well. Victor Records later reissued it under its Camden label in 1956. In 1993 St. Louis Symphony music director Leonard Slatkin chose to reissue the 1945 recording again with a group of later Bernstein compositions collective known as Songfest. The 1945 recording, as well as Slatkin’s, received kind words from national publications upon its reissuance. During 2017 and 2018, 74 performances of Jeremiah have been played or are scheduled to be played across the world.

In early September 1945, before Jeremiah’s release, Bernstein paid a second visit to St. Louis, again staying at a suite in the New Jefferson Hotel. The purpose of the trip was not performing, but business. This time he disliked his stay and was often lonely and bored. A dedicated social animal, he disparaged to Aaron Copland his company “too much energy in Debussy’s dreamy La Mer,” but called it valid–“youth must have its ‘assertive fling.’” He thought Bernstein’s work as the soloist on Bach’s Fifth Brandenburg Concerto was magnificent.

This essay began with Thomas Sherman’s skepticism, quite Harry Burke’s opposite. Let us
end with his approval. Sherman never lost his head over Bernstein, but by December 1945, he had become a firm convert. After offering his usual commentary on each piece, he praised Bernstein’s complex methodology. He appreciated the young conductor’s approach to Brahms, and he noted how Bernstein showed the Brandenburg Concerto could be expressive without being dry. But he reserved his highest praise for Bernstein’s interpretation of Debussy’s La Mer: “Every detail was observed in the performance. Every graduation of dynamics was captured, the color combinations were right, the rhythmic as well as the dynamic accents were all in place, the whole thing was on a grand scale . . . It was, in fact, a thoroughly satisfying and effective concert and one in which the concentration bestowed upon the young conductor by the audience was almost as great as that of the musicians.”

Let us give Bernstein, himself, the final word. A sweet and generous correspondent to others, Bernstein had an unusual talent for complimenting himself without seeming offensive. After receiving one of these letters about his St. Louis experience, Aaron Copland said that “St. Louis seems to have accorded the familiar L.B. triumph.” Two weeks later Bernstein was still basking in his golden time in the city, writing David Oppenheim, “St. Louis was a joy. What a La Mer!”
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Letter From a St. Louis Barroom, March 1849

BY CHRISTOPHER ALAN GORDON
It had rained nearly every day for at least a week, turning the unpaved streets of St. Louis into a muddy, rutted mess. Taking refuge from the damp, a young man resigned himself to spending the day within the comfort of the barroom of the Virginia Hotel, located on Vine Street near the levee. It was Sunday, March 11, 1849, and Edwin P. Hollister, a 22-year-old traveling apiarist and salesman, could do little on that wet Sabbath but relax and hope for drier weather. It would prove to be a long wait as the continuous rain foreshadowed the beginning of a very wet year in the city. The lingering showers would contribute to problems throughout that spring and summer, but Hollister had more immediate problems. The roads and streets of St. Louis and the region had become a soupy mess, and as was all too often the case in this time of primitive thoroughfares nearly all forms of land transportation were rendered useless. Hollister was stuck in St. Louis.

While sitting in the bar that afternoon, he took the opportunity to pen a letter to his cousin, William M. Black, of Vandalia, Illinois. This frank and sometimes humorous letter, preserved in the collections of the Missouri Historical Society, vividly reflects Hollister’s abilities as a keen observer. With precision he describes the events he had witnessed in the days since his arrival in the city. For Hollister, these observations seemed like good fodder for a letter, but now, nearly 170 years later, this single correspondence acts as a snapshot of history. His account of the condition of the city, his descriptions of the curious arrival of new immigrants and gold rush travelers to the levee, and his comments on the American political climate of the period make for a fascinating narrative of life in St. Louis in 1849.

Hollister had arrived in St. Louis a week earlier and signed into the Virginia Hotel. To announce his arrival in the city, he took out an advertisement in the Missouri Republican seeking the attention of “farmers, capitalists, and all persons interested in the culture of the Honey Bee.” According to the ad copy, he was the first to introduce the patented Dofler Bee Palace to the farmers of the west. This product had “superceded all other hives” since its introduction to the market in 1843 by its ability to protect vulnerable honey bees from the dreaded bee worm. The west’s emerging farm fields seemed the perfect place to sell such a product, but with the roads out of commission he could only lament his present state.1

“I suppose you have noticed my advertisement in the Republican,” his letter begins,

and become aware of my return to this city of “mud.” . . . My prospects are not very flattering as yet on account of the state of the roads which seem to have effectively closed up all avenues of communications between the city and the interior.2

He was not alone in his frustration with the state of the area roads. Throughout the winter and spring of 1849, city newspapers like the Missouri Republican frequently commented on the poor conditions of the streets. The complaints were certainly nothing new. City and county officials were actively taking measures to pave and macadamize streets and roads, but it was an expensive and slow process. The city engineer’s report for the period October 1847 to April 1848 states that the total amount spent for street contracts for improvements was $54,941. This was a considerable sum, but as a steady stream of new residents entered the city, pressure to keep up with improvements grew.

The previous spring, Mayor John Krum had addressed the St. Louis Board of Aldermen and urged them to undertake a more aggressive stance on improving city streets. He told the aldermen, “The improvement of streets will necessarily occupy a large share of your attention. Extending as our city is in every direction, the demand for street improvements is very great.” The good news, according to Krum, was that a considerable

---

1. Missouri Republican, March 13, 1849.
2. Missouri Republican, April 30, 1849.
sum had been set aside in 1848 for street and alley improvements. The bad news, however, was that any street improvement was probably not going to be enough. He warned them, “You will find it difficult to satisfy the various interests of your constituents.”

The condition of St. Louis’ streets was such that any work done on them would be a measure of improvement, noted Krum: “The mere grading of a street without any additional improvement, is a very great convenience.” The constant traffic of dray wagons, omnibuses, and every other manner of conveyance took its toll on the largely dirt and gravel streets. Much of the problem, Krum believed, was the type of materials used to cover road surfaces. Subpar soft limestone easily became powder under the intense weight of traffic, which resulted in clouds of fine dust in dry weather and sticky, glue-like mud in the rain. He urged the aldermen to investigate new options and pointed out that a newly discovered “bed of boulder and cobble stone” in the region should be considered as an alternative as paving material. No doubt referring to the granite deposits in the counties of Missouri’s mineral district, he proclaimed that “there is no better material than boulders for paving.”

The aldermen only had to look at the recent efforts to improve the landing on the wharf to see the benefits of laying cobblestone. In rural areas, pressure to build and maintain roads was no less than in the city, as new settlers entered the county and sought to improve lands for farming. Existing roads were often no more than paths, and better access to markets demanded better roads. Petitions to the County Court to lay out new roads poured in to the courthouse from all points of St. Louis County during this period.

Most often, the responsibility for road improvement fell to the property owners whose land included thoroughfares like Manchester Road or the St. Charles Road. The County Court often appointed farmers and landowners “road supervisors” and provided them with a contract to provide road maintenance or construction. The minute book of the County Court reads like a directory of St. Louis area roads, as familiar names such as Musick, Sappington, Dorsett, and Rott show up as appointed local supervisors. For their services, these men were paid either by road bonds or a direct payment from township funds. For example, George Hume
of Florissant was “appropriated the sum of twenty dollars out of the road fund . . . for the purpose of building a culvert on the south St. Charles Road” near his residence.5

As the demand for better roads increased, shortcuts were sometimes taken. Critics charged that St. Louis County road engineers were reacting to the need to build roads by employing haphazard methods. “It is now said that the County Court have commenced and gone on to grade and macadamize the main roads leading from the city, without having the whole line of the roads, from the city to their terminus on the county line surveyed and located,” stated the Missouri Republican. It further declared, “It is certainly injudicious policy . . . without having first surveyed and marked out the whole work, and estimated the cost.”6

The Missouri General Assembly was also getting into the act. Creating new roads to link market communities was the legislature’s chief aim, but this was hampered by technological and financial limitations. Macadamizing roads—the process of laying and compacting a gravel surface—was costly and labor-intensive over long stretches. The solution in 1849 for creating less costly stable roads was a method employed in many parts of the eastern United States: plank roads. This involved laying wooden slats or planks end-to-end to create an even surface. It was cheaper than quarrying stone, and costs were to be offset by establishing many of them as toll roads. Bills were introduced to fund the construction of roads by means of incorporating plank road investment companies. The Natural Bridge Plank Road Company in St. Louis County, for example,

When the steamboat White Cloud set fire on May 17, 1849, it set in motion the most devastating fire in St. Louis history. After burning through its moorings, the White Cloud drifted downriver that evening, burning almost two dozen other craft. The fire quickly moved inland, burning wide swaths of the city, completely burning five city blocks and destroying more than 400 buildings. It was commemorated by both noted daguerrist Thomas Martin Easterly and popular engravings like the one on the left. (Images: Missouri Historical Society)
was incorporated in 1852. The resulting single-lane plank road was built for $120,000 and operated for five years before being sold to St. Louis County. But while it seemed a novel solution at first, the inherent vulnerabilities of using wood for road construction proved too much. The planks sank in the mud and rotted quickly. Traveling them was also exceptionally uncomfortable as the wagons bounced along from plank to plank like, as one traveler noted, “a ship riding ocean waves.” Ultimately, across the state, the road investment companies proved to be unprofitable, and they had all but disappeared by the start of the Civil War.

As a prisoner of road conditions, Hollister had to spend his time in St. Louis doing what many persons often do—people watching. As an observer in 1849, he had no better place to do it than a city that was at the crossroads of westward expansion. A short walk from the Virginia Hotel to the levee was all that he needed to watch the world pass by. Thousands of immigrants, particularly from central Europe, and eastern families headed to the Oregon Country were in town, as well as companies of California-bound gold miners who entered the city with each arriving steamboat from New Orleans, Cincinnati, and Louisville.

Etienne Cabet (1788–1856) grew up and came of age during heady times in France. Born just a year before the French Revolution, he grew to adulthood and developed his political views during the Napoleonic Era, playing a role in replacing Charles X with the constitutional monarch, Louis Philippe, in 1830. Like a group of other intellectuals during the 1830s, Cabet’s thinking turned to ideas about reorganizing society around more communal ideals, referred to as Icarian. Cabet thought that the United States would be more receptive to his ideas, and he set his sights on moving to America in 1847; subsequent colonies arose in Iowa, Texas, Illinois, Missouri, and (later) California. He and a group of Icarians left Nauvoo, Illinois, for St. Louis in late 1856, where Cabet died just two weeks after arrival. His original gravestone, pictured here, was in the Old Picker’s Cemetery in St. Louis. (Images: Missouri Historical Society)

As luck would have it, on the day previous to penning his letter, Hollister observed the arrival of a group of immigrants who epitomized the changing cultural and political landscape of the world in the late 1840s: a utopian commune of the French Icarians. “I went down to the [steamboat] Marshal Ney this morning to witness a rather novel sight,” Hollister notes in the second page of his letter. “Some 300 French people just arrived from ‘La Belle France.’” He seems surprisingly familiar with the group’s origins and intentions, which are outlined
in his comments. “They were under the guidance of Mons. Capet (pronounced Coopa),” he continues, “an author of considerable celebrity of the Fourierite school and on their way to Fort Madison Iowa—intending to colonize there.” Perhaps he had read of Cabot before or simply learned much about him the day of his arrival. Whatever the case, the Icarians’ unorthodox approach to life would have certainly attracted the attention in the patriarchal society of the 1840s.

Seeking a lifestyle based on the equality of the sexes and shared labor, the Icarians were a product of the turbulent politics of a Europe struggling to adapt to the change brought about by the Industrial Revolution and a growing educated European middle class. The German states, France, and much of central Europe, as well as Great Britain, saw the emergence of groups pushing for political reforms or seeking alternative ways of life. In 1848, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels released the pamphlet *Communist Manifesto* as a way of encouraging revolution among disaffected workers; the following spring, Fredrich Hecker and 800 fellow revolutionaries led an armed rebellion in the Duchy of Baden in an effort to establish a democratic republic. Hecker and many of his followers, known as the Forty-Eighters, would also arrive in St. Louis in 1849, but in 1847, French socialist Etienne Cabet decided that he and members of his *La Societe Icarienne* should emigrate to the United States in hopes of finding more fruitful land and stability. They first attempted to establish a colony near Denton, Texas, in 1848 but failed due to disease, dissension, and inexperience. Now Cabet was returning with more followers and a better understanding of the challenges facing an experiment in communal living.  

Although Hollister notes in the letter that Cabet’s intention was to proceed to Ft. Madison, Iowa, his final destination was actually Nauvoo, Illinois. On an earlier reconnaissance, Cabet had purchased the town site once occupied by Joseph Smith and his Latter-Day Saints. It was here that the French utopian hoped to establish his dream of a self-sustaining egalitarian society. In addition to equality among the sexes, the Icarians practiced communal ownership of property and an emphasis on hard work and mechanization. Hollister’s descriptions of Cabet’s Icarian followers clearly confirm what is generally understood about the group in terms of its consisting mainly of members of the French and German working class. “The men looked a little on the Dutch side with a broad phleganatic [phlegmatic] physiognomy. The females generally small—well formed—and the merry look so commonly attributed to the French nation. The company consist mainly of mechanics.” He ends his description by commenting that they looked “very well indeed” considering their long steamboat trip from New Orleans as deck passengers.

In the days since his return to St. Louis, Hollister was also taken with those suffering from what he jokingly referred to as “yellow fever.” The “afflicted” were young men headed to the California gold fields. His words convey what seems like humorous fascination coupled with mild annoyance at their behavior. “The hotels are crowded with victims of yellow fever—who mostly buy up their necessary articles here causing most kinds of Business to already receive a share of the expected Harvest.” He had no doubts that St. Louis merchants benefited tremendously from gold-seeking Easterners. Merchandise meant to appeal to potential gold miners filled the merchants’ columns of the city’s newspapers. According to the *Missouri Republican*, St. Louis furniture and upholstery makers Scarrit & Mason introduced a “bedstead or cot for the use of emigrants that is eminently useful. It is so
constructed, by hinges, that it shuts up and occupies but little space, and is very light. It may, in one way, be used as a table, another as a bed . . . as a bench or settee.” All manner of businesses tailored their products to appeal to the gold-crazed consumers, everything from wagons to guidebooks and every form of mining equipment. Even Hollister’s bee hives attracted attention, but for the wrong reasons. “In nailing up my advertisements (having drawings of my Hive) in Bar Rooms—the general query was Is that a gold washer?” But sadly for him, “nothing will attract the least attention to wares of any kind unless California! Important to Gold Diggers!” He then asks his cousin, “Have you any premonitory symptoms! If not your wife must have been the ‘detergent.’” As a sideline conversation to William’s wife, Lizzy, he warns her not to let William go to St. Louis alone for fear that, he, too might be overtaken by the urge to buy provisions and head to California. “I fear,” Edwin tells Lizzy, “he will be borne away by the tide.” Of his own thoughts on going to California, he assures William that of the “contagion,” he has “not a bit of it.”

Hollister may have tried his best to ignore the urge to go west, but he did not ignore national politics. In November 1848, General Zachary Taylor, the Whig party nominee, was elected president. The election reflected the growing sectional differences brought on by the widening divisions over the question of slavery and its expansion into the new American territories of the west. The southern slaveholding elite eyed land recently ceded to the United States with the defeat of Mexico in the Mexican-American War as new territory for the expansion of the plantation system. Northern politicians and their abolitionist allies saw this as a blatant attempt to disrupt the balance of power between free and slave states. Tensions mounted as debates over the fate of slavery in America became nearly constant on the floor of Congress and within the homes of American voters. Consequently, the political parties faced growing shifts and dissent within their ranks. In the general election of 1848, Taylor faced not only his Democratic opponent Senator Lewis Cass but also Free-Soil candidate, former president Martin Van Buren.

Just as Hollister was arriving in St. Louis, Taylor was taking the oath of office. There is no mention of Taylor’s inaugural address in Hollister’s letter, but despite his assurances to his cousin that “politics is not my element,” he held fairly strong opinions on Taylor and the state of the American voter. Edwin’s cousin William was apparently a Taylor supporter, a condition they did not share. But, ironically, it was Edwin who had the opportunity to meet the president-elect when Taylor was traveling east on his way to St. Louis merchants scurried to find goods to respond to the sudden influx of Argonauts traveling to California for the Gold Rush starting in 1849. Published emigrants’ guides all recommended that people headed for the gold fields purchase their supplies in St. Louis rather than pay to transport them from, say, New York or Ohio (the two states besides Missouri with the most Argonauts traveling overland). Naturally, local merchants tried to find goods they wanted and marketed existing products like folding beds for their needs. And the market was huge; some 50,000 traveled overland to California annually between 1849 and 1854, all looking for the same goods recommended by emigrants’ guides, as these ads attest. (Images: Missouri Historical Society)
the White House. “I had the honor (as you would deem it) of shaking the Hand of Genl. Taylor,” writes Hollister. “I had just got off from the Cincinnati Packet and hurried up to the hotel. Arriving just as he rose from the table.”

“None of the current likenesses resemble him,” notes Hollister. “He is small—very little taller than myself—with small eyes—nose etc. If you should see him on a load of hay taking it to market you would imagine him perhaps—a farmer—worth a good substantial property. But for scholarship—statesmanship or any other pursuit requiring a high order of intellect—he must be destitute.” He does allow a small concession by declaring that the general’s “eye is the only thing noticeable. It indicates considerable firmness and keenness of perception.”

Whatever unfavorable opinion he had of Taylor prior to the meeting, it did not improve with the encounter. “My curiosity was satisfied in five minutes,” he states. Taylor’s fast rise from a nobody in Hollister’s eyes to the leader of the nation was, in his opinion, a sad commentary on the American public. He believed that finer, more deserving men were pushed aside by the fickleness of voters. Hollister bemoaned that “when I think that four short years ago probably not one in five thousand of our population knew of his existence and that such men as Clay—Webster—Corwin, and a host of other truly great men are forgotten by the crowd.” He feared that choosing unqualified “Political Idols” would lead to no good and might cause “this great country [to] retrograde from the lofty position from whence she launched forth the tide of Nations.”

Hollister’s political intuitions were not far off base. Taylor’s short time in office was marked primarily by his inaction. He was a man determined to maintain the status quo and fight the growing sectional dissension by avoiding the issues. Only sixteen months after taking office, a stomach infection proved fatal to the man who was known popularly as “Old Rough and Ready.” Vice President Millard Fillmore assumed the presidency and embraced the controversial Compromise of 1850, an action deemed as an impetus for the Civil War.

Beyond Edwin Hollister’s take on the world around him, his letter displays the hallmarks of someone who missed his family and friends. There is true affection in his words to William and his wife, Lizzy. He recounts old acquainted and asks whether William’s sisters are still staying with him in Vandalia. “I may be pardoned for expressing the sentiment that should they remain with you this spring—it would but add another motive for a visit from me.” Edwin mentions “Miss Catherine” in particular. This inquiry allows him to include one last story.
He tells of his run-in with a fortune teller in Louisville. It is yet another revealing example of the times in which he lived. In 1849, the spiritualist movement was just gaining steam in America. Only a year earlier, two teenage sisters in western New York, the Fox sisters, became a national sensation when they claimed to have the ability to communicate with the deceased. Imitators quickly emerged throughout the country, and many took up residence in hotels, including those in St. Louis. Tarot card readers and others claiming divine powers reaped the benefits of a populace eager to witness extraordinary powers. But Hollister’s opinions of soothsayers seem to differ little from his take on Taylorite politics.

“While at Louisville a gentleman came in one evening to the bar room . . . stating that he had had his past life recalled with wonderful accuracy etc.—My room mate went up the next day and returned with a similar statement.” This definitely fed his curiosity, and he went to see things for himself. “I found a lean sallow—keen eyed woman—Madam Something about 50 years of age—who with the aid of a pack of cards began to reveal my destiny.” The woman, he says, described things with “great clearness” and noted many specifics, which apparently, despite the detail, were not accurate. These revelations proved her to be a “false prophet,” but none so much as when she described a woman he was destined to meet. It was someone, she claimed, whom he had previously met, “a lady with light hair and complexion.” He said he could not apply it to anyone he had recently met, but “perhaps she only made a slight mistake as to the color of the hair.” She describes two other women that Edwin and William apparently knew and whom Hollister had recently seen during his travels.

Here the letter concludes: “So with a kiss to the baby for me—I wind up this rainy sabbath day epistle—Respectfully, E.P.H.” Unfortunately, this letter remains as Hollister’s only known communication. His success or failure with his beehive operation is lost to time, and sadly the record appears to indicate that Edwin Hollister died only four years later. He is buried in Geneva, Illinois, the town where his family settled after leaving Massachusetts.

While history books attempt to explain the details that existed in the growing and turbulent America of 1849, primary sources such as Edwin Hollister’s letter make it all real. We have the luxury of hearing his voice across time and seeing a changing nation through his eyes. Fortunately, he possessed an eloquence and mastery of words to preserve those moments in time for us.
Virginia Hotel St. Louis
Cousin Wm

I have a rather indistinct recollection of having written you a letter several weeks since from Cincinnati and although it may argue a very feeble memory I must acknowledge that this recollection dim though it be is impressed in far more vivid colors on my memory than the answer it received. I trust therefore that you will deem this a sufficient apology for not alluding further to its contents as I candidly acknowledge that I have not the [apprehendotist] inkling of an idea of their character “Requiscat in pace.”

I suppose that you have noticed my advertisement in the Republican and so become aware of my return to this city of “mud” and of my entrance upon my Bee Hive operation. My prospects are not very flattering as yet on account of the state of the roads which seem to have effectually closed up all avenues of communication between the city and the interior. I have had to content myself with hearing the flattering encomiums bestowed on my Hive by those under whose notice it has fallen which proves far more gratifying to my feelings than weight to my purse. I shall succeed however on getting it introduced to use by some of the citizens here whose favorable opinion I have won and which will be of great value to me another season—after they have seen its plausible theory a tangible shape. As soon as the weather and roads allow—I shall go north for my own neighborhood where little attention is paid to the cultivation of the Honey Bee.

Will it be worth my while to visit Vandalia with my Hive? If you think it would pay expense I will agree to visit you as soon as the roads are passable.

I had a letter from Father last week. The folks were all well—they had had fine sleighing most of the winter. He had hauled most of his grain to market and was ready to take up his note for the Horses. He wishes me to find out how you wished the money sent, and sent the love of the family to your own. Mr. Kimball and family had ‘emigrated’ to Milwaukie—which item I put down for the benefit of George. I suppose he can do up coffee according to Euclid [?] by this time.

I went down to the Marshall Ney this morning to witness a rather novel sight viz—some 300 French people just from “La Belle France.” They were under the guidance of Mons. Cabot (pronounced Coopa) an author of considerable celebrity of the Fourierite school and an on their way to Fort Madison Iowa—intending to colonize there. The men looked a bit on the Dutch order—with a broad phlegmatic [phlegmatic] physiognomy—the females generally small—well formed—and the merry look so commonly attributed to the French nation—The company consist mainly of mechanics—and look very well indeed—considering the unfavorable position they occupy (on main deck) for cleanliness and comfort.

Etienne Cabet as he appeared when developing his ideas about communal living. He publicized his ideas in his novel Travel and Adventures of Lord William Caridall in Icaria in 1840. His works on communal societies influenced other thinkers’ including Karl Marx. (Image: Missouri Historical Society)

When at Madison Ia. I had the honor (as you would deem it) of shaking the Hand of Genl. Taylor. I had just got off from the Cincinnati Packet and hurried up to the Hotel—arriving just as he rose from the table—to start for Frankfort. None of the current likenesses resemble him.

He is small—very little taller than myself—with small eyes—nose etc. If you should see him on a load
of Hay—taking it to market—you would imagine him perhaps—a farmer—worth a good substantial property. But as for scholarship—statesmanship or any pursuit requiring a high order of intellect—he must be destitute of unless Lavater and Combe are utterly at fault. His eye is the only thing noticeable. It indicates considerable firmness and keenness of perception. My curiosity was satisfied in five minutes and when I think that four short years ago probably not one in five thousand of our population knew of his existence and that such men as Clay—Webster—Corwin and a host of other truly great men—are forgotten by the crowd—who tomorrow will hunt up a new Political Idol—before which to prostrate—in the same ratio will this great country retrograde from the lofty position from whence she launched forth the tide of Nations—But enough of this Politics is not my element.

California—the lone star—is in the ascendant. The Hotels are crowded with victims of the yellow fever—who mostly buy up their necessary articles here causing most kinds of Business to already receive a share of the expected Harvest. In nailing up my advertisements (having drawings of my Hive) in Bar Rooms—the general query was Is that a Gold Washer? And nothing will attract the least attention to wares of any kind unless California! Important to Gold Diggers! is connected therewith. Have you any premonitory symptoms? If not your wife must have been the “detergent” How is it Lizzy? Don’t let William come to St. Louis to buy goods unless you are along. Or I fear he will be borne away by the tide. Perhaps you imagine by this that I am infected by the contagion myself. Not a bit of it. I keep perfectly cool by the constant use of the ‘douche’ bath and intend to “Pursue the even tenor of my way” through the Sucker state this coming season—looking after the welfare of the Fathers-Brothers—I wish I could add the rest of the Gold Fever “case.” It will give me great pleasure—if in my peregrinations—Vandalia falls in my way. In the meantime an acknowledgement of our relationship in Black and white will be thankfully received.

Your aff. Cousin
Edwin P. Hollister

P.S. 1 o'clock P.M. raining hard—I managed to fill three pages—the ennui of a Hotel Bar room on the Sabbath is insupportable.

I called at Mr. Simmons the other day to learn whether your sisters had returned to Pa. Mr. S. had not seen or heard from you since last fall—and inferred that they were yet at Vandalia. If so—I can not close without tendering to them my best wishes—I may be pardoned for expressing the sentiment that should they remain with you this spring—it would but add another motive for a visit from me. And I just think how that fortune teller cheated me in supposing that I was to have the pleasure of seeing Miss Catherine in Cincinnati. I will explain.

While at Louisville—a gentleman came in one evening to the Bar room of the Taylor House stating that he had had his past life recalled with wonderful accuracy etc—My room mate went up the next day and returned with a similar statement—So for the curiosity of the thing I went myself—I found a lean sallow—keen eyed woman—Madame Something about 50 years of age—who with the aid of a pack of cards began to reveal my destiny—She explained things with great clearness such as my destination—kind of business—our family affairs at home—and a great variety of things—which to say the least was very singular—Among other things in which she proved a false prophet—was the fact I attended to—She told me that I was soon to meet a lady with light hair and complexion whose acquaintance I had recently made and for the life of me I could not apply it to any other person than Miss Dale—Perhaps she only a slight mistake as to the colour of the hair—for at Madison—I had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Barbor formerly Henrietta Hinman of Lee—whom you no doubt well remember.

So with a kiss to the baby for me I wind up this rainy sabbath day epistle.

Respectfully
E.P.H.
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